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A kinetic description of intense nonneutral beam propagation through a periodic solenoi-
dal focusing field B so1 (x) = Bz(z)ez - (1/2)B;(z)(xex + yey) is developed, where
Bz(z + S) = Biz), and S = const. is the axial periodicity length. The analysis is carried out
for a thin beam with characteristic beam radius rb« S, and directed axial momentum
'Ybm!3bc (in the z-direction) large compared with the transverse momentum and axial
momentum spread of the beam particles. Making use of the nonlinear Vlasov-Maxwell
equations for general distribution functionfb(x,p, t) and self-consistent electrostatic field
ES(x, t) = - \7q/(x, t) consistent with the thin-beam approximation, the kinetic model is
used to investigate detailed beam equilibrium properties for a variety of distributions
functions. Examples are presented both for the case of a uniform solenoidal focusing
field Biz) = Bo= const. and for the case of a periodic solenoidal focusing field
Bz(z + S) = Bz(z). The nonlinear Vlasov-Maxwell equations are simplified in the thin-
beam approximation, and an alternative Hamiltonian formulation is developed that is
particularly well-suited to intense beam propagation in periodic focusing systems. For
the case of a uniform focusing field, the nonlinear Vlasov-Maxwell equations are used to
investigate a wide variety of azimuthally symmetric (B/BB = 0) intense beam equilibria
characterized by B/Bt = 0 = B/Bz, ranging from distributions that are isotropic in momen-
tum dependence in the frame of the beam, to anisotropic distributions in which the
momentum spreads are different in the axial and transverse directions. As a general
remark, for a uniform focusing field, it is found that there is enormous latitude in the
choice of equilibrium distribution function f bo, and the corresponding properties of the
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beam equilibrium. Introducing the axial coordinate s = z, use is made of the nonlinear
Vlasov-Maxwell equations to investigate intense beam propagation in a periodic sole-
noidal field Bz(s + S) = BzCs), in which case the properties of the beam are modulated as a .
function of s by the focusing field. The nonlinear Vlasov equation is transformed to a
frame of reference rotating at the Larmor frequency nL(s) = -ZieBz(s)/2,bmc, and the
description is further simplified by assuming azimuthal symmetry, in which case the
canonical angular momentum is an exact single-particle constant of the motion. As an
application of this general formalism, the specific example is considered of a periodically
focused, rigid-rotor Vlasov equilibrium with step-function radial density profile and
average azimuthal motion of the beam corresponding to a rigid rotation (in the Larmor
frame) about the axis of symmetry. A wide range of beam properties are calculated, such
as the average flow velocity, transverse temperature profile, and transverse thermal emit-
tance. This example represents an important generalization of the familiar Kapchinskij-
Vladimirskij beam distribution to allow for average beam rotation in the Larmor frame.
Based on the present analysis, the Vlasov-Maxwell description of intense nonneutral
beam propagation through a periodic solenoidal focusing field Bso1(x) is found to be
remarkably tractable and rich in physics content. The Vlasov-Maxwell formalism devel-
oped here can be extended in a straightforward manner to investigate detailed stability
behavior for perturbations about specific choices of beam equilibria.
Keywords: Collective effects; Heavy ion accelerators; Beam transport; Particle dynamics
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I. INTRODUCTION
Periodic focusing accelerators l - 4 have a wide range of applications
ranging from basic scientific research, to applications5- 7 such as
heavy ion fusion, tritium production and nuclear waste treatment. Of
particular importance, at the high beam currents and charge densities
of practical interest, are the effects of the intense self fields produced
by the beam space charge and current on detailed equilibrium, sta-
bility and transport properties. One of the challenges of intense beam
propagation is to understand and avoid the effects of collective
instabilities8- 17 and nonlinear mechanisms for halo formation, 18-21
which become particularly virulent when space-charge forces are com-
parable to the external focusing force. Over the years, considerable
theoretical progress has been made,8-24 both analytical and in numer-
ical studies, in describing collective processes and the nonlinear beam
dynamics for an intense beam propagating through a periodic focus-
ing field. The equilibrium and stability properties of one particular
distribution function, the Kapchinskij-Vladimirskij (KV) beam equi-
librium,24 which has an inverted population in phase space, has
received considerable attention. While providing useful insights, anal-
yses restricted to the KV beam distribution tend to be limited in
scope, since it is well known in plasma physics that the detailed non-
linear dynamics and equilibrium and stability properties can exhibit a
sensitive dependence on the form of the distribution function!b(x,p, t).
It is the purpose of this article to develop and apply a kinetic
description of intense nonneutral beam propagation through a per-
iodic solenoidal field Bso1(x) based on the nonlinear Vlasov-Maxwell
equations for general distribution function!b(x,p, t). The present arti-
cle uses the Vlasov-Maxwell formalism to investigate detailed beam
equilibrium properties for a variety of distribution functions, both for
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the case of a uniform solenoidal focusing field Boez , where Bo==
const., and for a periodic solenoidal focusing field25 Bso1(x) ==
Bz(z)ez - (1/2)B~(z)(xex + yey ) , where Bz(z + S) == Bz(z) and S is the
axial periodicity length. The intense nonneutral beam propagates axi-
ally (the z-direction) through the applied field Bso1(x), and the beam is
assumed to be thin with characteristic beam radius rb small in com-
parison with the axial periodicity length S of the focusing field. In
addition, the average directed axial momentum 1bm{3bc of the beam
particles is assumed to be large in comparison with the transverse par-
ticle momentum and the axial mOlnentum spread. The self-field inten-
sity, which is proportional to the beam current and density, is allowed
to be arbitrarily large, subject only to the condition required for
radial confinement of the beam particles by the applied field, and the
requirement that Budker's parameter v satisfy v == NbZ?e2 /mc 2 « 1b.
Here, Nb == Jdx dy nb is the number of beam particles per unit axial
length, Zie is the ion charge, and 1bmc2 is the characteristic energy.
The organization of this paper is the following. The theoretical
model and assumptions are presented in Section II. In Section III, the
nonlinear Vlasov-Maxwell equations and the single-particle equa-
tions of motion are simplified in the context of these assumptions
(Section III.A), and an alternative Hamiltonian formulation is devel-
oped that is particularly well-suited to describing intense beam propa-
gation in periodic focusing systems (Section III.B). For the case of a
uniform focusing field Boez ,26 in Section IV the kinetic formalism
based on the nonlinear Vlasov-Maxwell equations is used to investi-
gate a wide variety of azimuthally symmetric (B/BB == 0) intense beam
equilibria characterized by a/at == 0 == a/Bz, ranging from distributions
that are isotropic in momentum dependence in the frame of the beam
(Section IV.A), to anisotropic distributions in which the momentum
spreads are different in the axial and transverse directions (Section
IV.B). A density inversion theorem is demonstrated (Section IV.C)
for the class of anisotropic distributions considered in Section IV.B,
and a general radial force constraint condition is derived (Section
IV.D) that relates the mean-square radius (r2 ) of the beam to the
strength of the focusing field, the transverse thermal emittance Eth,
and other system parameters. As a general remark, for a uniform
focusing field, it is found that there is enormous latitude in the choice
of equilibrium distribution function. In Section V, introducing the
axial coordinate s == z, we make use of the kinetic formalism based on
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the nonlinear Vlasov-Maxwell equations to investigate intense beam
propagation in a periodic solenoidal field Bz(s + S) == Bz(s), in which
case the properties of the beam are modulated as a function of s by
the periodic focusing field. Following a transformation of the non-
linear Vlasov equation to a frame of reference rotating at the Larmor
frequency OL(S) == -ZjeBz(s)/21bmc (Section V.A), the description is
further simplified (Section V.B) by assuming azimuthal symmetry
(8/80 == 0), in which case the canonical angular momentum Po is an
exact single-particle constant of the motion. As an application of the
general formalism developed in Section V.B, we consider the specific
example (Section V.C) of a periodically focused rigid-rotor Vlasov
equilibrium with step-function radial density profile and average
azimuthal motion of the beam corresponding to a rigid rotation (in
the Larmor frame) about the axis of symmetry. A wide range of beam
properties are calculated, such as the average flow velocity, transverse
temperature profile, and transverse thermal emittance. Finally, the
method of characteristics is summarized (Section V.D) as an
approach for solving the nonlinear Vlasov equation for intense beam
systems with periodic focusing.
Finally, it should be noted that the use of constants of the motion
to construct self-consistent Vlasov equilibria is a technique widely
used in plasma physics and in studies of nonrelativistic nonneutral
plasmas. I What is important in the present paper is the systematic
first-principles development and application of a kinetic formalism
based on the nonlinear Vlasov-Maxwell equations to intense
charged-particle beam propagation in uniform and periodic focusing
systems. As a general remark, based on the analysis in Sections II-V,
a Vlasov-Maxwell description of intense nonneutral beam prop-
agation through a periodic solenoidal field B sol(x) is remarkably
tractable and rich in physics content.
II. THEORETICAL MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS
In the present analysis, we consider an intense nonneutral ion beam
propagating in the z-direction with characteristic axial velocity (3bc
and kinematic energy 1bmc2 through a periodic focusing solenoidal
magnetic field B s01(x). In the electrostatic approximation, the dis-
tribution function .fb(X,P, t) of the beam ions in the six-dimensional
phase space (x,p) evolves according to the nonlinear Vlasov
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Here ES(x, t) ~ - \7¢l(x, t) is the self-electric field due to the beam
space charge, and BS(x, t) ~ \7 x AS(x, t) is the self-magnetic field due
to the current carried by the beam ions. Note in Eq. (1) that the
inductive electric field, -c-18A S;8t, has been assumed to be negligibly
small in comparison with - \7¢s. In Eq. (1), +Zie is the ion charge, c
is the speed of light in vacuo, and the mechanical momentum p and
kinematic energy rymc2 are related by
p ~ rymv, (2)
where ry is the relativistic mass factor, and m is the ion rest mass. Of
course the self-field potentials, ¢S(x, t) and AS(x, t), occurring in Eq. (1)
are determined self-consistently in terms of the beam charge density
and axial current density from the Maxwell equations
and
where nb(x, t) is the density of beam ions and Vb(x, t) is the flow
velocity. In the regime of practical interest, it is assumed that the
characteristic beam radius rb is small in comparison with the axial
periodicity length S of the focusing field, i.e.,
(5)
In this case, the applied solenoidal magnetic field can be expressed to
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(7)
Here, ex and ey are unit Cartesian vectors perpendicular to the beam
propagation direction (ez) , xex + yey is the transverse displacement
from the beam axis at (x,y) == (0, 0), the superscript 'prime' denotes
djdz with B~(z) == dBz(z)jdz, and the axial component of magnetic
field satisfies
(8)
where S is the axial period of the focusing field.
Consistent with the thin-beam approximation in Eq. (5), the dis-
tribution of the beam ions described by fb(X,P, t) is assumed to have
large momentum directed predominantly in the axial direction and
centered about pz == 1bm(3bc, with a narrow spread in momentum
satisfying
2 2 ( (3 ) 2 2 2(32 2Px' Py' pz - 1bm bC «1b m bC • (9)
(10)
(11 )
Here,1b == (1 - (3~)-1/2 is the relativistic mass factor, and 1bmc2 is the
characteristic kinematic energy associated with the axial motion. Also
consistent with Eq. (9) and the thin-beam approximation in Eq. (5),
we neglect the self-magnetic field produced by transverse beam cur-
rents in Eq. (4) and approximate AS(x, t) == A~(x, t)ez . Treating the
axial variation of beam properties as a function of z as weak in com-
parison with transverse spatial variations, Eqs. (3) and (4) can then be
approximated by [see also Eq. (5)]
vi (PS = -4'71ZjeJd3p!b(X,p, t)
and
viA~ = -41TZjeJd3p Vz !b(X,p, t),
where \7i==8 2 j8x 2 +8 2 j8y 2. Finally, the present analysis also
assumes that
(12)
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where v is Budker's parameter and Nb~ Jdxdynb~Jdxdy Jd3pfb is
the number of ions per unit axial length of the beam. Equation (12) is
equivalent to the condition that 2C/Wpb» rb, where C/Wpb is the
collisionless skin depth, and Wpb ~ (41rZ?e2nb/rbm)1/2 is the char-
acteristic ion plasma frequency. Equation (12) assures that the self-
field intensity is sufficiently weak that
(13)
However, the analysis does permit the self-field potential energy Zie¢s
to be comparable in magnitude with the transverse kinetic energy
(p; +p~)/2rbm of a beam ion.
The present analysis assumes a perfectly conducting cylindrical wall
located at radius r~ rw , which is larger than the characteristic radial
dimension rb of the ion beam. Setting the tangential self-electric field
and the normal component of self-magnetic field equal to zero at the
conducting wall then gives
[<jl(x, t)]r=r
w
~ const., 13b- 1[A~(x, t)]r=rw ~ const. (14)
as the appropriate boundary conditions for solution to Eqs. (1), (10)
and (11). The implications of Eq. (14) are particularly simple for
the axisymmetric beam configurations (a/aB ~ 0) considered in
Sections III-V.
Finally, it should be reiterated that a Vlasov-Maxwell description
based on Eqs. (1), (10) and (11) incorporates the effects of the electro-
static and magnetostatic self-fields, \7¢s and \7 x A~ez, but neglects
the effects of transverse electromagnetic field variations. Estimating
characteristic time variations by a/at rv W, it is readily shown that
transverse electromagnetic effects (as manifest, for example, by inclu-
sion of the displacement current in the \7 x B S Maxwell equation) can
be neglected, provided IwI2r~/c2 « 1. Because typical values of Iwi
based on Eqs. (1), (10) and (11) are in the range of the beam plasma
frequency Wpb (or lower), this inequality becomes w~br~/c2 « 1, which
is readily satisfied for the intense beam applications of interest here.
To summarize, the subsequent analysis is based on the nonlinear
Vlasov-Maxwell equations (1), (10) and (11), supplemented by the
definitions of Bso1 and Arl in Eqs. (6) and (7), and the thin-beam
approximation as described by the inequalities in Eqs. (5), (9) and (12).
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(16)
In this regard, the subsequent analysis in Sections 111-V based on this
model treats the case of beams which are continuous in the axial direc-
tion, and does not treat the case of a bunched beam. Such quasi-con-
tinuous beams are of interest, for example, in induction accelerators
which are considered as possible drivers for heavy ion fusion.
III. NONLINEAR VLASOV EQUATION AND
SINGLE-PARTICLE EQUATIONS OF MOTION
We now simplify the single-particle equations of motion (Section III.A)
and the nonlinear Vlasov-Maxwell equations (Section III.B) for beam
propagation through a periodic focusing solenoidal field in the con-
text of the theoretical model and assumptions summarized in Sec-
tion II. Particular emphasis will be placed on the case where the
beam distribution function and field configuration are azimuthally
symmetric (ajaO ~ 0).
A. Single-Particle Equations of Motion
The Hamiltonian for particle motion in the field configuration
described in Section II can be expressed as
Here, the mechanical momentum p is related to the generalized canon-
ical momentum P by p ~ P - (Ziejc)A, where A ~ A~l + A~ez is the
vector potential defined in Eqs. (6) and (11). Substituting in Eq. (15)
then gives
H= c[m2c2 +(pz -~eA~r+0x -~e A~Olr
2] 1/2
+ (py _~eA~O) + Zjeq}.




dt - ax .
(17)
(18)
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dp == Zoe [-V'1l +~ x V' X (Aso1 +ASe)]dt 1 c 1- z z .
(19)
(20)
In obtaining Eqs. (19) and (20), use has been made of dPjdt==
dpjdt + (Ziejc)dAjdt, where dAjdt == aAjat + (v· V')A. Furthermore,
consistent with the electrostatic approximation made in Section II, we
have neglected c-1aASjat in comparison with V'¢/ in Eqs. (19) and (20).
Comparing Eq. (1) with Eqs. (19) and (20), it is important to note
that the orbit equations (19) and (20) are the characteristics of the
nonlinear Vlasov equation (1). That is, Eq. (1) can be expressed in the
equivalent form
dfb == 0
dt ' (21 )
where d/dt denotes the total time derivative following the particle
motion in Eqs. (19) and (20). From Eq. (15) we also find
dH == L .dp + Zoe (v .V' A-.S+ a¢S) == Z.e a¢s (22)
dt 1m dt 1 tp at 1 at'
where use has been made of Eqs. (19) and (20). That is, whenever
¢S(x,y, z, t) is time-stationary (a/at == 0), the Hamiltonian H is an exact
single-particle constant of the motion (dHjdt == 0). The canonical
angular momentum Po defined by
is also a quantity of considerable physical importance. Here, A~ol ==
(x/2)Bz (z) and A~ol == -(y/2)Bz (z) follow from Eq. (6). From
Eqs. (19), (20) and (23) it is readily shown that
(24)
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Therefore, in circumstances where the beam distribution function
and field profiles are azimuthally symmetric about the beam axis
(acPSjae == 0), it follows from Eq. (24) that the canonical angular mo-
mentum Pe is an exact single-particle constant of the motion
(dPejdt == 0). If the electrostatic potential is independent of time and
azimuthally symmetric, i.e., acPSjat==o and acPSjae==o, then
cPs == cPS(r, z), and both Hand Pe are exact single-particle constants of
the motion. In this case the equilibrium beam distribution function
(ajglat == 0) can be constructed from the single-particle consistants of
the motion Hand Pe withjg == jg(H, Pe). This follows because
whenever dHjdt== 0 ==dPejdt.
A further important quantity characterizing the single-particle
motion is the axial canonical momentum Pz == pz + (Zielc)A~. Neg-
lecting aA~1at consistent with the electrostatic approximation in Sec-
tion II, some straightforward algebra that makes use of Eqs. (19) and
(20) gives
dPz d ( Zie s) a [ sis 1 () ( )]dt == dt pz +~ Az == Zie az -cP + ~ vzAz + 2c Bz z XVy - YVx ,
(26)
where use has been made of Eqs. (6) and (7), and dA~/dt ==
(V-l· alax-l)A~ + vzaA~/az with B; == -aA~/ax and B~ == aA~/ay. In
circumstances where the beam properties are axially uniform with
8¢s /8z == 0 == aA~1az, and the solenoidal field is uniform with
Bz(z) == Bo== const. (independent of z), then ajaz == 0 on the right-
hand side of Eq. (26), and it follows trivially that the axial canonical
momentum Pz is an exact single-particle constant of the motion
(dPzjdt==O). Note that this does not imply that the axial mechanical
momentum is conserved, because dpzjdt == (ZiejC)(V x BS)z # 0 gen-
erally follows from Eq. (26) even when ajaz == O.
To summarize, if field quantities are time independent (a/at == 0),
azimuthally symmetric (ajae == 0), and independent of z (ajaz == 0),
then H, Pe, and Pz are all single-particle constants of the motion, and
the equilibrium beam distribution function (with ajglat == 0) can be
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(28)
constructed from H, Po, and Pz withfg ==.rg(H,p(),Pz). This follows
because
~ fO (H P P) = dH . 8!g + dPe . 8/g + dPz . 8!g = 0 (27)
dt b , (), z dt aH dt ap() dt apz
whenever dH/dt == dPo/dt == dPz/dt == O.
A further point is evident from Eq. (26). In circumstances where
the periodic focusing field Bz(z) produces a slow axial modulation of
¢s and A~, then the z-variation on the right-hand side of Eq. (26) is
weak in comparison with spatial variations perpendicular to the beam
propagation direction. That is, la/azl « la/axl, la/ayl, consistent with
the thin-beam approximation in Section II. It then follows from
Eq. (26) and the perpendicular components of Eqs. (19) and (20) that
the change in pz (or Pz) is small in comparison with changes in the
transverse momenta Px and Py. Specifically, a simple estimate shows
that the variation in axial momentum D..pz over one lattice period S is
smaller than D..px or D..Py by a factor of order of fb/S« 1. Although
the axial canonical momentum Pz is not an exact constant of the
motion when there is a slow variation in the focusing field Bz(z), it is
clear from Eq. (26) that the changes in Pz are small.
The dynamical equations are further simplified in Section III.B in
the context of the thin-beam approximation and the assumption of
narrow spread in axial momentum summarized in Section II. For
future reference, throughout the remainder of this article we make use
of a simple relation between the self-field vector potential A~ and the
electrostatic potential ¢s calculated from Eqs. (10) and (11). Because
the distribution of beam particles is assumed to have axial momentum
strongly peaked around pz == 1bm{3bc, an important consequence of
Eqs. (9), (11) and (13) is that the axial current density ZieJd3pvz fb
occurring in Eq. (11) is given to good approximation by
Jz = ZjeJd3p VZ!b ~ Zje{3bcJd3p!b,
where nb == Jd3pfb is the ion density. Comparing Eqs. (10) and (11), and
making use of Eq. (28) we conclude that A~ can be approximated by
(29)
in the present analysis.
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B. Alternative Hamiltonian Formulation
and Nonlinear Vlasov Equation
The discussion in Section lILA has been a fairly general treatment of
the particle motion based on the relativistic Hamiltonian in Eqs. (15)
and (16). We now examine the particle dynamics making explicit use
of the thin-beam approximations in Eqs. (5) and (13), and the
assumption of narrow momentum spread about pz == "Ybm{3bc. in
Eq. (9). This can be done by making direct use of the form of the
Hamiltonian H in Eqs. (15) and (16), and the equations of motion in
Eqs. (17) and (18) (see Appendix A). Alternatively, we adopt here the
approach often used in accelerator physics2 and transform from the
canonical conjugate variables (x, Px ), (y, Py) and (z, Pz) to new canon-
ical conjugate variables (x, Px ), (y, Py) and (t, -H). This is done by
making use of Eq. (16) to eliminate the canonical momentum Pz in
the axial direction, which is the principal direction of beam propaga-
tion, in favor of the Hamiltonian H defined in Eq. (16). Furthermore,
as is customary in accelerator physics, we denote by s the configura-
tion space coordinate measured along the principal direction of beam
propagation, i.e.,
s == z. (30)
We assume that all particles are moving in the forward direction with
pz == Pz - (Zie/c)A~ > 0, and make use Eq. (16) to introduce a new
Hamiltonian H(x, Px;y, Py ; t, -H; s) defined by
H(x, px;y, Py ; t, -H; s) == -Pz(x, Px; y, Py ; t, -H; s). (31)
Solving Eq. (16) for (Pz - ZieA~/c)2 and taking the positive square
root readily gives
(32)
where A~ == f3b¢s, and A~ol and A~ol are defined in Eq. (6). In terms of
the new Hamiltonian H, it is readily shown that the equations of
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motion are given by
dx aH dPx aH
ds apx ' ds ax
,
dy aH dPy aH
ds apy' ds ay
, (33)
dt aH d(-H) aH
ds a( -H)' ds at
The quantity dt/ds == dt/dz in Eq. (33) will be recognized as v;l, where
Vz is the axial velocity. It will become apparent in the subsequent anal-
ysis that several simplifications occur when the Hamiltonian repre-
sentation in Eq. (32) is used, particularly when system properties are
time-stationary (a/at == 0).
Treating s as the dynamical variable following the particle motion,
the nonlinear Vlasov equation for the distribution functionfb(x,Px;y,
Py;t,-H;s) in the new variables can be expressed as dfb/ds==O, or
equivalently,
Bib + (' Bib + x' Bib + I Bib + pi Bib + pi Bib + (_H') Bib = o.
as at ax y ay x apx yapy a(-H)
(34)
Here, a superscript 'prime' denotes d/ds, e.g., t' == dt/ds, x' == dx/ds,
etc. The nonlinear Vlasov equation (34) is fully equivalent to Eq. (1)
and the analysis based on the dynamical variables used in Section
lILA. What is apparent from Eqs. (33) and (34), however, are the
simplifications that occur naturally when equilibrium beam properties
are considered, corresponding to a/at == 0. Treating ¢S(x, y, s, t) as
time-independent (a¢S/at == 0) in the subsequent analysis, it follows
from Eqs. (29) and (32) that H does not depend explicitly on t. There-
fore 8H/8t == 0, and
d
-(-H) == °ds (35)
follows from Eq. (33). Furthermore, the corresponding time-indepen-
dent equilibrium distribution function fb == fg(x, Px ; y, Py; -H, s)
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necessarily satisfies a/blat == 0 in Eq. (34). Setting -H' == -dHlds == 0
and a/blat == 0 in Eq. (34) then gives
8jg I 8jg I 8jg p' 8jg p' 8jg - 0 (36)
8s + x 8x + y 8y + x 8Px + y 8Py -
for the evolution of/g(x, Px ; y, Py; -H, s). Here, cPs and A~ == {3bcPs are
determined self-consistently in terms of /g from Poisson's equation
(10). Moreover, the characteristics x',y',P~ and P; of the nonlinear
Vlasov equation (36) are determined from Eq. (33). Note also in
Eq. (36) that the energy constant of the motion, -H, occurs param-
etrically as a variable in the argument of the distribution function/g.
We now simplify Eqs. (32) and (33) and the characteristics of the
Vlasov equation (36) by making use of the thin-beam approximation
in Eqs. (5) and (13), and the assumption of narrow momentum spread
about pz == ~bm{3bc in Eq. (9). In this regard, we define the effective
kinematic momentum of a beam particle by
(37)
and denote Pb==~bm{3bc, where ~bmc2==H and ~b == (1 - {3~)-1/2.
While Eq. (37) implies that Pb, ~b and {3b are (known) functions of H,
keep in mind that the distribution of beam particles has a very narrow
spread in momentum and energy. Making use of Eqs. (9) and (13),
and assuming P~,P~ «P~, we Taylor expand Eq. (32) to quadratic
order in the transverse canonical momenta, and retain terms linear
in the electrostatic potential cPs. Equation (32) can then be approxi-
mated by
1t == -Pb +_1_ [(Px _Zie AS01 )2+(p _Zie AS01 ) 2]
2Pb C x Y C Y
(38)
where Pb(H) == ~bm{3bc is defined in Eq. (37) and H == ~bmc2. Making
use of A~ == {3bqi from Eq. (29), the expression for 1t in Eq. (38)
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(39)
where use has been made of (1 - (3~)¢S == ¢s/r~, and ¢S(x, y, s) is deter-
mined self-consistently in terms offg from Poisson's equation (10).
Solution to the nonlinear Vlasov equation (36) requires determina-
tion of the transverse orbits xes) and yes) from Eq. (33). To the level
of accuracy of the expression for H in Eq. (39), we readily find from
dx/ds == 8H/8Px and dPx/ds == -8H/8x that
dx == 1 (p _Zie A SOI ) == Px (40)
ds rbm (3bc x C x - rbm(3bc '
where A~oI(x,y,s) == -yBz(s)/2 and A~OI(x,y,s) == xBz(s)/2, and use
has been made of 8B~oI/8x == Bz(s)/2. Similarly, from Eqs. (33) and
(39), the y-motion is determined from
dPy == ~ (p + Zje A S01 ) == _ Zie 8¢s _ ZieBz(S) (P
x
_ Zie ASOI).
ds ds y c y r~(3bc 8y 2rbm(3b c2 c x
(43)
We introduce the normalized Larmor frequency vi~z(s) and normal-
ized electrostatic potential 'ljJ(x, y, s) defined by








Substituting px~rybm{3bcdx/ds into Eq. (41) and py~rybm{3bcdy/ds
into Eq. (43) then gives the orbit equations for xes) and yes),
d2X ct":\ dy d ct":\ &l/J
ds2 - 2y ~z(s) ds - Y ds y ~z(s) ~ - ax'
d2Y ct":\dx d ct":\ &l/J
ds2 + 2y h;z(S) ds + x ds y h;z(S) = - oy °
In Eqs. (46) and (47), r¢(x,y,s) is determined in terms of the density of
particles nb(x,y, s) ~ Jd3pjg from Poisson's equation (10), which can
be expressed as
( a2 a
2 ) 41fZre2 J 3 0
-a2 +-a2 'ljJ = - 3 {32 2 d P j b o
X Y '"'Ibm be
As a further point, in circumstances wherejg and r¢ are azimuthally
symmetric about the beam axis and depend on x and y only through
the radial coordinate r == (x2+y2)1/2, it follows that ajbO/ ae == 0 ==
&l/J/ae, where alae == xa/ay - ya/ax. Equations (46) and (47) then give
dPe d
ds == ds (xPy - yPx ) ~ 0, (49)
corresponding to conservation of canonical angular momentum Po.
Here, Po can be expressed as
(50)
which should be compared with Eq. (23). Therefore, as expected,
whenever alae == 0 the canonical angular momentum is an exact single-
particle constant of the motion (dPo/ds~O).We conclude that if field
quantities are both time independent (a/at == 0) and azimuthally
symmetric (a/ae == 0), then H and Po are single-particle constants of
the motion. In this case, the equilibrium distribution function
(ajg/as ~ 0) can be constructed from -H and Po with jg ~
/g(-H,Po). This follows because
~ jO(_H Po) = d(-H) ojg + dPoojg = 0 (51)
ds b' ds a(-H) ds ape
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whenever d(-H)/ds == 0 == dPe/ds. Of course, if other single-particle
constants of the motion Cj with dCj/ds == 0 follow from Eqs. (46) and
(47), thenfg == fg( -H, Pe, Cj ) necessarily solves the nonlinear Vlasov
equation (36) with (djds)fg(-H,Pe,Cj ) == 0, where d/ds denotes the
total derivative with respect to s in Eq. (36) (see Section V).
In Section V, we will make use of Eqs. (36) and (46)-(48) to investi-
gate periodically focused beam equilibria for a solenoidal focusing
field described by Eq. (7) with Bz(s + S) == Bz(s). For future reference,
it is convenient to transform the transverse dynamical equations (46)
and (47) to a frame of reference rotating about the beam axis at the
local Larmor frequency defined in normalized units by f2L(s) ==
-JK:z(s) == -ZieBz(s)j2'bm{3bc2. We introduce the accumulated
phase of rotation from So to s defined by OL(S) == - J~ dsJK:z(s),
where dOL/ds == f2L. Then the transverse orbits, x(s) and y(s), in the
rotating frame, are related to xes) and yes) in the laboratory frame by
x(s) == x(s) cos OL(S) - y(s) sin OL(S),
y(s) == x(s) sin OL(S) + y(s) cos OL(S). (52)
We further assume that the beam equilibrium properties are azimuth-
ally symmetric (8/80==0), so that 'ljJ(x,Y,s)=='ljJ(r,s) in Eqs. (46) and
(47), where r == (x2+ y2)1/2 == (x2+ y2)1/2. In this case,
8'ljJ y8'ljJ
8y -;: 8r' (53)
where 'ljJ(r,s) is determined in terms of ng(r,s) == Jd3pfg from
Poisson's equation (48), which can be expressed as
(54)
Substituting Eq. (53) into Eqs. (46) and (47), and making use of
Eq. (52), it is readily shown that the transverse orbits x(s) and y(s) in
the Larmor frame solve the dynamical equations
(55)
(56)
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where ~z(s) == [ZieBz(s)/2"Ybm!3bc2]2, and 1jJ(r, s) satisfies Poisson's
equation (54) with r == (x2+ y2)1/2. Note from Eqs. (55) and (56) that
the dynamical equations for x(s) and y(s) are identical in structure.
In the laboratory frame, the x- and y-motions are naturally coupled by
the magnetic force contributions in Eqs. (46) and (47). On the other
hand, in the Larmor frame, it is evident from Eqs. (55) and (56) that
the magnetic forces in the x- and y-directions are decoupled and
restoring (because ~z > 0), with F:agn == -~zx and F;agn == -~zY.
The x- and y-motions determined from Eqs. (55) and (56) are gen-
erally coupled through the electric field contribution proportional to
r-1 a1jJIar, where r == (x2+ y2) 1/2. This is true except for the special
case where the beam density is uniform in the beam interior, in which
case 1jJ is proportional to r2, e.g., when /g corresponds to the KV
distribution function. 24 Conservation of canonical angular momentum
also takes on a particularly simple form in the Larmor frame. For
alao == 0, we note that
d (_dY _dX) _ 0
- x--y- -
ds ds ds (57)
follows trivially from Eqs. (55) and (56). From (57), conservation
of canonical angular momentum in the Larmor frame then becomes
dPe/ds==O, where
(
f-l )-l p _dy _dx"YbmjJb C e == x-d - Y-d .s s (58)
Some of the simplifications evident in Eqs. (55) and (56) from
transforming to the Larmor frame win be utilized, as appropriate, in
Section V.
IV. INTENSE BEAM EQUILIBRIA IN A UNIFORM
SOLENOIDAL FOCUSING FIELD
In this section we consider intense ion beam equilibria (a/at == 0) in
the special circumstances where the applied solenoidal field B s°tcx) is
a uniform focusing field with
Bz(s) == Bo == const. (59)
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It is further assumed that all equilibrium properties are azimuthally
symmetric (a/ae == 0) about the beam axis and independent of axial
coordinate (a/az == 0). While limited in scope because alae == a/az == 0
is assumed, we will find that the analysis in this section permits a
broad range of beam equilibria fg to be considered,26 with corre-
spondingly different equilibrium profiles for the beam density, pres-
sure, etc., as well as different stability properties depending on the
choice offg. In this regard, the analysis in this section is best viewed
as a smooth-beam approximation to a periodic solenoidal focusing sys-
tem, which provides valuable insights into the properties of intense
nonneutral ion beams and can be used to benchmark numerical simu-
lation codes and understand laboratory experiments.
Using the notation and formalism developed in Section lILA, for
alae == 0 and a/az == 0, it follows from Eqs. (24) and (26) that the
canonical angular momentum Pe and axial canonical momentum Pz
are exact single-particle constants of the motion (dPe/dt == 0 == dPz/dt),
where
and
Zie s ( )Pz == pz +-Az r .c
(60)
(61 )
Here, A~(r) == f3b¢S(r) follows from Eq. (29), and P == (PnPe,Pz) is the
mechanical momentum in cylindrical coordinates (r, e, z). Similarly,
for a¢s/at==o, the Hamiltonian H defined in Eq. (15) or Eq. (16) is a
conserved quantity (dH/dt == 0). Consistent with the thin-beam
approximation in Eqs. (5) and (13), and the assumption of narrow
momentum spread in Eq. (9), we expand the expression for H in
Eq. (15) about pz==~bmf3bc, and retain terms to quadratic order in
8pz == pz - ~bmf3bc, Px and Py· This readily gives the approximate form
H == ~bmc2 +-21 [2I'bmJ3bc {jpz + ({jpz)2 +p; + p;] + Zje¢s. (62)
~bm
In Eq. (62), ~b == (1 - f3~)-1/2 is the relativistic mass factor, and
¢s=::¢S(r) when 8/8z==O. Expressing Px==Px-(Zie/c)A~ol,py==
Py - (Zie/c)A~ol and pz == Pz - (Zie/c)A~, where (Px,Py,Pz) is the
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canonical momentum, Eqs. (17), (18) and (62) can readily be used to
determine the dynamical equations of motion consistent with the
thin-beam approximation (see Appendix), although a detailed knowl-
edge of the particle orbits is not required for the Vlasov equilibrium
analysis in this section. For future reference, it is convenient in
Eq. (62) to eliminate the linear term 8pz in favor of Pz, i.e., 8pz ==
Pz - (Zielc)A~ - 'rbm{3bc. This readily gives
where Vb == {3bc, and use has been made of'rbmc2 - 'rbm{3~c2 == mc2/'rb
and ¢s - {3bA~ == ¢s l'r~. Equation (63) provides a useful expression
for the linear combination H - VbPz. Because Hand Pz are individu-
ally conserved quantities, it follows that H - VbPz is also a constant
of the motion with d(H - VbPz)/dt == o. It should also be pointed out
that the expression H - VbPz in Eq. (63) can be obtained by Lorentz
transformation of the full relativistic expression for H - VbPz to a
frame of reference moving with axial velocity Vbez relative to the
laboratory frame, and expanding the kinematic energy for small
momentum in the beam frame.
To summarize, for ala() == a/az == a/at == 0 and uniform focusing
field Bz(z) == Bo== const., the canonical angular momentum Po, axial
canonical momentum Pz , and energy H, defined in Eqs. (60), (61) and
(63), respectively, are single-particle constants of the motion in the
equilibrium field configuration.26 Therefore, as discussed in Section
III.A [see Eq. (27)], the equilibrium distribution function (with
Big/at == 0) can be constructed from H, Po and Pz , i.e.,
(64)
In general there is considerable latitude in specifying the functional
form of /g in Eq. (64), although the specific choice of distribution
function should be guided by experiment, including the technique used
for bealTI formation. Because the expressions for Pz and H in Eqs. (61)
and (63) depend explicitly on A~ == {3b¢s and ¢s, it is clear that any
equilibrium analysis based on Eq. (64) must be supplemented by a self-
consistent determination of the electrostatic potential ¢S(r) from
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Poisson's equation (10), i.e.,
(65)
where ng(r) == Jd3p /g is the ion density.
In the remainder of Section IV, we present several examples of
intense beam equilibria in a uniform focusing field Bz(s) == Bo== const.
for two classes of distribution function /g, corresponding to isotropic
(Section IV.A) and anisotropic (Section IV.B) equilibria in the beam
frame. Finally, a density inversion theorem is developed (Section
IV.C), permitting a determination of the distribution function from
the density profile ng(r), and a generalized force constraint is derived
(Section IV.D) that relates the mean square beam radius (r2 ) to the
transverse thermal emittance fth and other system parameters for
general choice of distribution function/g.
A. Isotropic Beam Distribution and Thermal Equilibrium
A very interesting class of isotropic beam equilibria occurs when
/g(H, Pe, Pz) depends on the constants of the motion Pe, Pz and H
defined in Eqs. (60)-(62) exclusively through a linear combination. In
this case, /g is of the form
(66)
where f2b and Vb are constants related to the angular velocity of mean
rotation and the average axial velocity of the beam particles (see
below). No matter how complicated the functional form of the dis-
tribution function/g(H + f2bPe - VbPz), or the corresponding radial
dependence of the self-consistent equilibrium profiles for beam den-
sity ng(r) == Jd3pjg, radial electric field Ey == -8cjl/8r, etc., a very
important stability theorem pertaining to the entire class of non-
neutral beam equilibria described by Eq. (66) has been developed by
Davidson.26 Specifically, whenever the distribution function jg(H+
f2bPe - VbPz) is a monotonically decreasing function of the argument
H + f2bPe - VbPz, the beam equilibrium is stable to small-amplitude
electrostatic and transverse electromagnetic perturbations. Indeed,
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(68)
this class of distribution functions can be shown to be nonlinearly
stable to electromagnetic perturbations with arbitrary polarization.
The reason can be summarized briefly as follows. In a frame of refer-
ence moving with the average velocity of the beam, the distribution
function /g in Eq. (66) is isotropic. Therefore, for a one-component
nonneutral beam, whenever fg(H + o'bPO - VbPz) is a monotonically
decreasing function, no free energy is available to drive instability.
Returning to Eq. (66), the combination H - VbPz is determined in
terms of (8pz)2, p~ + p; == p; + p~, and 1>8 from Eq. (63). Making use
of Eqs. (60) and (63), and expressing p~ + 2'"Ybmo'brpo == (Po +
'"Ybmo'br)2 - '"Y~m20'~r2, it is readily shown that
1 2 1 2 2H + o'bPo - VbPz == -mc + -2- [Pr + (po + '"Ybmo'br)
'"Yb '"Ybm
+ (pz - '"Ybmf3b c)2] + V(r). (67)
Here, 8pz == pz - '"Yb m{3bc, Vb == (3bc, and VCr) is the effective potential
defined by
( 1 [(o'Cb) 2 ( nCb) 2] 2 Zie 8Vr)==-'"Ybm - - o'b-- r +-1>(r)
2 2 2 '"Y~'
where r == (x2+ y2)1/2 is the radial distance from the beam axis, and
o'cb == ZieBo/'"Ybmc is the relativistic cyclotron frequency in the focus-
ing magnetic field Bo. Whatever the functional form chosen for
fg(H + o'bPO - VbPz), it is clear from Eqs. (67) and (68) that certain
simple properties of the beam equilibria follow for the general class of
distribution functions in Eq. (66). For example, the average macro-
scopic velocity Vb(x) is readily shown to be
(69)
where use has been made of Eqs. (66) and (67). Evidently, from
Eq. (69), the average beam motion corresponds to a constant axial
velocity (3bc plus a rigid rotation about the beam axis at constant
angular velocity -o'b. The coefficient of r2 in the definition of the
effective potential VCr) in Eq. (68) is proportional to (o'cb/2)2 - (nb-
n cb /2)2 == o'bo'cb - o,~, which is required to be positive for the
(focusing) magnetic force to exceed the (defocusing) centrifugal force
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due to beam rotation. Note that this coefficient acquires its largest
positive value, (fJcb/2)2, whenever the beam rotation frequency is equal
to the Larmor frequency, i.e., fJb == fJcb/2. Note also that this
coefficient is negative (defocusing) whenever fJb < 0 or fJb> fJcb. In
these ranges of fJb, the beam equilibrium is not radially confined. A
further interesting general equilibrium property pertaining to the class
of distribution functions described by Eq. (66) relates to the pressure
tensor Pb defined in the usual manner as the average flux relative to
the mean of momentum relative to the mean. From Eqs. (66) and (67),
it is readily shown that
Here, I == erer + eoeo + ezez is the unit dyadic, and Pb(r) is the scalar
pressure defined in terms of the average kinetic energy of random
motion (relative to the mean) by
Pb(r) == ng(r) Tb(r) == -31 Jd3p [p; + (Po + I'bmfJbr)2
l'bm
+ (pz - I'bm{JbC) 2] f g. (71 )
Therefore, for the class of VIasov equilibria described by Eq. (67), the
beam pressure is isotropic. Moreover, once the radial dependence of
the scalar pressure Pb(r) and density ng(r) == Jd3pfg are calculated for
specific choice of fg, Eq. (71) can be used to determine the effective
temperature profile Tb(r) == Pb(r)jng(r).
Thermal Equilibrium Distribution
We now consider the specific choice of distribution functionfg corre-
sponding to thermal equilibrium,26 i.e.,
(72)
Here, kB is Boltzmann's constant, and fJb, Vb = {JbC, fib and Tare
constant parameters. We substitute Eq. (67) into Eq. (72) and evalu-
ate the density profile ng(r) == Jd3pfg. Because the momentum
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(73)
dependence of /g has the form of a shifted Maxwellian, this readily
gives
o A {tbm [ 2 2 2Zie s]}nb(r) = nb exp - 2k
B
T (!1b !1cb - !1b)r + ')'~m <p .
Withoutlossofgeneralitywetakeq/(r==O)==Osothatnb == ng(r == 0) can
be identified with the density on-axis. Substituting Eq. (73) into Poisson's
equation (65) gives a nonlinear differential equation for the electrostatic
potential ¢S(r), which can generally be solved numerically. Once the
functional form of ¢S(r) is determined self-consistently, the radial
dependence of the density profile ng(r) can be obtained from Eq. (73).
As a general remark, provided that the defocusing effects of beam
rotation and space charge do not exceed the focusing effect ofthe applied
solenoidal field, the density profile calculated from Eqs. (65) and (73) is
bell-shaped, assuming a maximum value of nb at r == 0, and decreasing
monotonically as r increases. The important control parameter that
defines the condition for radially confined beam equilibria can be
determined by examining Eqs. (65) and (73) near the beam axis (small
values of r), where ng(r) ~ nb and ¢S(r) ~ -1rZienbr2. The condition for
ng (r) to decrease as r increases from r == 0, which is also the condition that
(d2Vldr2)r=o > 0, where VCr) is the effective potential defined in Eq. (68),
can be expressed as
Here, W~b == 41rZfe2nb/tbm is the on-axis plasma frequency-squared,
use has been made of ObOcb - O~ == (Ocb/2)2 - (Ob - Ocb/2)2, and wf3
is the betatron frequency for small-amplitude oscillations in the
transverse orbit (in the Larmor frame) near the beam axis. Whenever
w~ is 'closely tuned' to (Ob - Ocb/2)2, the density profile calculated
from Eqs. (65) and (73) tends to be radially broad in units of the
Debye length AD == (t~kBT/41rnbZfe2)1/2, with ng(r) ~ nb == const. in
the beam interior (0 :::; r < rb), and decreases abruptly to exponentially
small values of over a narrow sheath region about a Debye length in
thickness.26 Typical numerical results obtained from Eqs. (65) and (73)
are presented in Figure 1, where ng(r)/nb is plotted versus rIAD.
A further interesting equilibrium property is the scalar pressure
Pb(r) defined in Eq. (71). Substituting Eqs. (67) and (72) into Eq. (71)
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FIGURE 1 Plot of normalized density ng(r)/nb versus rlAD calculated numerically
from Eqs. (65) and (73) for the choice of thermal equilibrium distribution in Eq. (72).
Here, AD = (1~kBT/47rnbZfe2)1/2 is the effective Debye length, and E is the dimension-
less parameter defined by E == (ObOcb - O~)/(w~b/21~) - 1.
readily gives the pressure profile
(75)
where T == const. is the thermal equilibrium temperature. As expected
from Eqs. (66) and (72), the temperature is isotropic (T1.. == Til == T) in
thermal equilibrium, and independent of radius r. It should also be
pointed out that radial force balance on a beam fluid element is read-
ily derived by taking the r-derivative of Eq. (73). This gives
where Er == -8¢//8r is the equilibrium radial electric field determined
from Poisson's equation (65). Equation (76) is simply a statement of
radial force balance between the (outward) pressure gradient, cen-
trifugal and electric forces and the (inward) Vebee x Boez magnetic
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force on a fluid element. It should be emphasized that for the general
class of isotropic beam equilibria described by Eq. (66), a force bal-
ance equation identical in form to Eq. (76) can be derived with
kB T8ng/8r replaced by 8Pb/8r, where Pb(r) is the scalar pressure
defined in terms offg by Eq. (71).
It is customary in accelerator physics to define the statistical aver-
age (tt/J) of a function tt/J defined on the phase space (x,y,Px,Py,Pz) by
(77)
Here, J dx dy ... == 21f Jooo dr r ... for azimuthally symmetric fg and tt/J
with 8/80== 0, and Nb == J dxdydpx dpy dpzfg == 21f Jooo drrng(r) is the
number of beam ions per unit axial length. For example, making use
of the definition of canonical angular momentum Pe in Eq. (60), it
follows from Eqs. (67) and (77) that
(78)
for the choice of thermal equilibrium distribution fg in Eq. (72), and
indeed for the entire class of isotropic rigid-rotor Vlasov equilibria
fg(H + ObPe - VbPz) described by Eq. (66). Equation (78) is a
powerful constraint condition that relates the average (Pe) directly to
the angular rotation velocity 0b and the mean-square radius (r2 ) of the
beam, no matter how complex the functional form of the density
profile ng(r). A second constraint condition can be obtained directly
from the radial force balance equation (76). We make use of Poisson's
equation (65) to express Er == -8¢Sj8r == (41fZiejr) J; drrng(r), and
operate on Eq. (76) with 21f J;o dr r2 . ... Some straightforward
integration by parts and rearrangement of terms gives
which relates the mean-square beam radius (r2 ) to the temperature
T and the number of particles per unit axial length N b . Equation (78)
can be used (for example) to eliminate (Ob - Ocb/2)2 in favor of (Pe)2
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in Eq. (79). Equation (79) can then be expressed as
It is convenient to introduce the self-field permeance K, solenoidal
field focusing coefficient /<\;zO, root-mean-square transverse thermal
emittance Cth (emittance relative to the average rotational motion in
the laboratory frame), and rms beam radius Rb, defined byl,25
(81 )
Making use of Eqs. (71), (75) and (81), the condition in Eq. (80) can be
expressed as
(82)
Equation (82) is identical in form to the familiar envelope equation25
in the smooth-beam approximation (d2Rb/ds2 == 0), allowing for
average beam rotation relative to the Larmor frame, i.e., (Pe) # 0
whenever 0b # Ocb/2 [see Eq. (78)].
Monoenergetic Beam Distrihution
As a second example of an isotropic beam equilibrium fg (H +
ObPe - VbPz), we consider the case where the distribution function of
beam ions is monoenergetic in the moving frame, i.e.,
(83)
Here, H + 0bPe - VbPz is defined in terms of r and the mechanical
momentum variables (PnPe,Pz) in Eq. (67), and nb and Tb are positive
constants which will be identified below with the on-axis (r == 0) values
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of beam density and temperature, respectively. It is convenient to
introduce the shifted momentum variables (ftr,PO,Pz) and normalized
potential ttPb(r) defined by
f3 Ill'b(r) == 1 _ 2 V~r) .pz == pz - 1bm be, CfI "
3Tb
(84)
Making use of Eqs. (67) and (84), the distribution fucntion in Eq. (83)
can then be expressed as
(85)
where ttPb(r) and V(r) are defined in Eqs. (84) and (68), respectively.
The density profile ng(r) == Jd3pfg calculated from Eq. (85) is non-
zero only for ttPb(r) 2: 0 and zero whenever ttPb(r) < O. Therefore, the
outer beam radius rb is calculated self-consistently from ttPb(rb) == 0, or
equivalently, V(rb) == 3Tb/2.
Expressing Jd 3p. .. == 41r Jooo dp p2 ..., where p2 == p; +p~ + p;, it is
readily shown that the density profile ng(r) == Jd3fifg calculated
from Eq. (85) is given by
(86)
where ttPb(r) == 1 - 2V(t)/3Tb and V(rb) == 3Tb/2. Similarly, substitut-
ing Eq. (85) into Eq. (71), the temperature profile Tb(r) for the choice
of monoenergetic beam distribution in Eq. (83) is readily shown to be
(87)
over the radial extent of the beam (0 ::; r < rb).
Note from Eqs. (86) and (87) that the pressure profile Pb(r) ==
ng(r)Tb(r) == (Tb/n~)[ng(r)]3 scales as the cube of the local density
ng(r). Also, ttPb(r) == 1 - 2V(r)/3Tb decreases monotonically from
ttPb(r == 0) == 1 on the beam axis to ttPb(r == rb) == 0 at the outer beam
radius rb where V(rb) == 3Tb/2. Correspondingly, the density profile
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ng(r) and temperature profile Tb(r) defined in Eqs. (86) and (87)
decrease monotonically from maximum values of nb and Tb' respec-
tively, at r == 0, to zero at the beam edge r == rb. To determine the
radial dependence of ng(r) self-consistently, it is necessary to sub-
stitute Eq. (86) into Poisson's equation (65). Making use of
'l/Jb(r) == 1 - 2V(r)j3Tb, where VCr) is defined in Eq. (68), some
straightforward algebra gives the nonlinear differential equation for
'l/Jb(r) ,
1 8 8 1 {2fi~ [(nCb)2 (nCb)2] I/2}
--r-'l/Jb(r) == -- -", - - nb - - - ['l/Jb(r)] .
r 8r 8r A~ W~b 2 2
(88)
Here, an effective Debye length defined by AD == (3fi~Tbj87rZre2nb)I/2
has been introduced as a radial scale length, and W~b == 47rZre2/fibm is
the on-axis value of plasma frequency-squared. In Eq. (88), 'l/Jb(O) == 1,
and for physically allowed solutions 'l/Jb(r) must decrease as r increases
from r == o. This readily gives the condition
which is required for existence of radially confined equilibrium solu-
tions. Note that Eq. (89) is identical to the inequality in Eq. (74), Fur-
thermore, whenever 0 < E «1 is satisfied, it is found from Eq. (88)
that radial profile is very broad in units of the Debye length AD. That
is, 'l/Jb(r) decreases monotonically to zero at 'l/Jb(r == rb) == 0, where
rb » AD. Although an analytical solution for 'l/Jb(r) does not appear to
be accessible from Eq. (88), numerical solutions are readily obtained
for 7/Jb(r) versus r/rb and different values of the dimensionless param-
eter E defined in Eq. (89). Typical numerical results are shown in
Figure 2, where ng(r)/nb == ['l/Jb(r)] 1/2 and Tb(r)jTb == 'l/Jb(r) are plotted
versus r/rb for several values of E. As expected, the beam radius satis-
fies rb» AD whenever E is sufficiently small. Other equilibrium prop-
erties can also be calculated for the choice of monoenergetic
distribution function in Eqs. (83) and (85). For example, as in
Eq. (78), it is readily shown that the average canonical angu'lar




































FIGURE 2 Plots of (a) normalized density ng(r)jnb and (b) temperature Tb(r)jTb
versus r/rb calculated numerically from Eqs. (86)-(88) for E = 0.001, 0.01 and 0.1 with
corresponding values of AD/rb = 0.088, 0.127 and 0.222. Here, the dimensionless
parameter E is defined in Eq. (89), AD = (3')'~Tbj87fnbZfe2)1/2 is the effective Debye
length, and the equilibrium distribution is defined in Eq. (83).
momentum '(Pe) is related to the mean-square radius by (Pe) ==
1bm(flcb/2 - fl b)(r2 ).
General Isotropic Beam Distrihution
Equilibrium properties can also be calculated for other choices of iso-
tropic distrubution function jg(H + flbPe - VbPz ). For complete-
ness, we establish here useful expressions for the density and pressure
profiles as well as the nonlinear Poisson equation for general choice
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of fg. It is convenient to introduce jJ2 == P; + (Po + 1'bmObr)2 +
(pz -1'bm{3b e)2, and make use of Eq. (67) to express H +
0bPO - VbPz == (21'b1n)-ljJ2 + Vo(r), where Vo(r)== V(r)+me2/1'b, and
VCr) is the effective potential defined in terms of ¢S(r) and other equi-
librium parameters in Eq. (68). Some straightforward algebra then
shows that the density profile ng(r) == Jd3pfg and pressure profile
Pb(r) == (2/3) Jd3p (jJ2/21'bm)fg can be expressed as
ng(r) = 21f(21'bm)3/2 roo dU[U - Vo(r)]1/2j g(U), (90)
}vo(r)
and
Here, we have introduced the integration variable U == jJ2/21'bm +
Vo(r). Comparison of Eqs. (90) and (91) shows that 8Pb/8VO ==
-ng(r), or equivalently, 8Pb/8r == -ng(r)8Vo/8r. Making use of
Eq. (68) to evaluate 8Vo/8r==8Vj8r then gives
where Er == -8¢Sj8r is the radial electric field. Equation (92) will be
recognized as the condition for radial force balance on a fluid element
for general choice of equilibrium distribution function fg [compare
with Eq. (76)].
The effective potential Vo(r) occurring in Eqs. (90) and (91) must
of course be determined self-consistently from Poisson's equation
(65). Making use of the definition ofV(r) == Vo(r) - me2/1'b in Eq. (68),
and the expression for ng(r) in Eq. (90), Poisson's equation (65) can
be expressed in the equivalent form
[(
2 ( 2 "'2 ]1 8 8 ncb ncb Wpb
--r- Vo(r) == 21'bm -) - nb - -) --F(Vo) .
r 8r 8r 2 2 21'~ (93)
In Eq. (93), W~b == 47rnbZfe2/1'bm, where nb == 27r(21'bm)3/2 x
J:2/'Yb dU[U - me2/1'b]1/2f g(U) is the on-axis (r==O) beam density,
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and F(Vo) is defined by
F Vo = f~(r) dU[U - Vo(r)]l/'ig(u) (94)
( ) roo dU[U-mc2/ ]1/2fO(U)·
Jmc2/l'b I'b b
For the special case of the monoenergetic distribution in Eq. (83), we
make the identification Vo(r) == mc2/l'b + (3Tb/2)[1 - 'l/Jb(r)], and
Eq. (93) reduces exactly to Eq. (88) for 'l/Jb(r), as expected.
For the general choice of distribution function fg( U), the solution
for Vo(r) is required to increase monotonically from its on-axis value
Vo(r == 0) == mc2/l'b as r is increased. This assures radial confinement of
the beam equilibrium and that the density profile ng(r) defined in
Eq. (90) decreases as a function of increasing r. From Eq. (94), F(Vo) ==
1 at r == 0 where Vo(r == 0) == mc2/l'b. Examination of Eqs. (93) and (94)
then shows that the condition for Vo(r) to increase monotonically as r
is. increased is identical to the inequality in Eq. (89). While further
examples of isotropic beam equilibria fg(H + DbPB - VbPz) will not
be considered here, it is clear that Eqs. (90)-(94) can be used to inves-
tigate equilibrium properties for a variety of choices offg.
B. Anisotropic Beam Distributions
In this section, for a uniform solenoidal focusing field with Bz(s) ==
Bo== const., we consider anisotropic beam equilibria fg(H, PB, Pz) in
which the average kinetic energy spread (relative to the mean) in the
transverse (r, ()) plane differs from that in the axial direction. Such
anisotropies are well known in plasma physics to provide the free
energy to drive various collective modes and instabilities.26 Examining
the 8pz contributions to the expanded Hamiltonian H in Eq. (62),
and expressing 8pz =. pz - I'bm{3bc == 8Pz - (Zie/ c)A~, it is readily
shown that
where A~(r) == (3bcPS (r) follows from Eq. (29). Comparing the size of
the terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (95), we conclude that
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fourth term is negligibly small in comparison with the first, and the
fifth term is negligibly small in comparison with the second, by virtue
of the assumption IZieA~/rbmc21«/3b in Eq. (13). Therefore, in the
remainder of Section IV, we approximate
in application of the Hamiltonian H in Eq. (62). Making use of
Eqs. (62) and (96), a Hamiltonian H.l for the perpendicular motion is
introduced, where H.l is defined by
In Eq. (97), p~ +p~ == p; +p;, and use has been made of ¢i-
/3bA~ == ¢i/r~. Because H.l is constructed from the constants of the
motion Hand Pz , the perpendicular Hamiltonian H.l is also a constant
of the motion to the level of accuracy of Eq. (96).
In the remainder of this section, we consider anisotropic beam
equilibriafg(H, Po, Pz ) of the form
(98)
where Pe, Pz , and H.l are defined in Eqs. (60), (61) and (97), respec-
tively, and equilibrium properties are assumed to be azimuthally sym-
metric (a/aB == 0) and independent of axial coordinate (a/az == 0).
Making use of Eqs. (60) and (97), the argument H.l + 0bPe occurring
in Eq. (98) can be expressed as
where VCr) is the effective potenital defined in terms of r and the elec-
trostatic potential ¢S(r) in Eq. (68). As in Section IV.A, -Ob == const.
corresponds to the angular velocity of mean rotation of the beam, i.e.,
Vob(r) == (rbm)-l(J d 3pPofg)j(J d 3pfg) == -Obr for general choice
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of Fb(H-L + 0bPe) and G(Pz). In addition, the distribution in axial
canonical momentum G(Pz ) is assumed to be strongly peaked about
Pz == pz + (Ziejc)A~(r) == 1bm!3bc == const., where A~ == !3bcPs. Of
course many choices are possible for the functional form of G(Pz) ,
such as a symmetric step-function centered at Pz == 1bm!3bc, or a
resonance distribution, or a Gaussian distribution, to mention a few
examples. For the case of a Gaussian distribution, we express
(100)
where Tllb == const. is an effective temperature associated with the axial
motion, and G(Pz) has been normalized according to J~oodpzG(Pz) == 1.
For general perpendicular distribution function Fb(H-l +ObPe), and
G(Pz) specifiedby·'Eq. (100), it is readily shown that the aver-
age axial flow velocity is Vzb == (1bm)-1(Jd3ppzfg)j(Jd3pfg) ==
!3bc(l + ZieA~/1bm!3bc2). Because IZieA~/1bmc21 «!3b is assumed in
Eq. (13), it follows that the axial flow velocity is given to good
approximation by Vzb == !3bC == const. Similarly, the z-z component of
the pressure tensor, which provides a measure of the axial velocity
spread of the beam particles, is given by
Here, use has been made of Eqs. (98) and (100), and the density
profile ng(r) == J d3pfg can be expressed as
(102)
2 .
where Jd p . .. == J dpr dpe· ... Note from (101) that the axial tempera-
ture is uniform and equal to Tjlb == const. for the choice of G(Pz) in
Eq. (100). Of course, in the cold limit with Tllb~ 0, Eq. (100) gives
G(Pz ) ~ 8(Pz -1bm!3bc). Finally, making use of Eqs. (98) and (100),
the pressure tensor defined as in Eq. (70) is found to be of the form
Pb(X) == P.lb(r) (erer + eeee) + Pllb(r)ezez , which is diagonal, but gen-
erally anisotropic. Here, Pllb(r) is the parallel pressure defined in
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Eq. (101), and the perpendicular pressure is defined by
P..lb(r) =-21 Jd3p[P;+(pO+'"'IbmObr)2]fg
'"'Ibm
1 J 2 2 2
== -2- d P [Pr + (Po + '"'IbmObr) ]Fb(H..l + ObPO)
'"'Ibm
== ng(r)T..lb(r). (103)
Once the radial dependence of P..lb(r) and ng(r) are calculated from
Eqs. (102) and (103) for specific choice of Fb(H..l + 0bPO), Eq. (103)
can be used to determine the radial profile of the effective perpendi-
cular temperature T..lb(r) =P..lb(r)jng(r).
The perpendicular and parallel distribution functions in Eq. (98)
can be specified independently. In the remainder of Section IV.B,
assuming the normalization J~oo dpz G(Pz) == 1, we make use of
Eqs. (102) and (103) to determine the density and pressure profiles
for various choices of Fb(H..l + ObPO), where H..l + 0bPe is defined in
Eq. (99). In this regard, it is convenient to express pi == P; +
(po + '"'IbmObr)2 , and represent J d2p ... == J~oo dpr J~oo dpo ... ==
7r Jooo dpi ... in Eqs. (102) and (103). These density and perpendi-
cular pressure profiles can then be expressed as
(104)
(105)
where V(r) == ('"'Ibm/ 2)(ObOcb - O~)r2 + (Zie/'"'I~)¢S(r) is defined in
Eq. (68). Ofcourse, for specified Fb(H..l + 0bPe), the electrostatic poten-
tial ¢S(r) must be determined self-consistently from Poisson's equation
(65), which becomes
1 8 8 S 4 2 100 d -2 [ pi V( )]
--8r-8 ¢ == - 7r Zie P..lFb -2-·-+ r .r r r 0 '"'Ibm
(106)
Depending on the choice of Fb(H..l +ObPe), Eq. (106) is generally a
nonlinear differential equation for ¢S(r).
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Thermal Equilibrium Transverse Distribution
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As a first example, we consider the case where Fb(H.l + 0bPO) is speci-
fied by
(107)
where fib and T.lb are positive constants. Substituting Eq. (107) into
Eqs. (104) and (105) readily gives
(108)
and P.lb(r) == ng(r)T.lb. As expected, the transverse temperature pro-
file calculated from Eq. (107) is isothermal with T.lb(r) == T.lb == const.
Furthermore, Eq. (108) is identical to the expression for ng(r) in
Eq. (73) obtained for the isotropic thermal equilibrium distribution in
Eq. (72), provided we make the replacement k B T-7 T.lb in Eq. (73).
The essential difference between Eqs. (72) and (98), with Fb(H.l+
0bPz) specified by Eq. (107), is that Eq. (98) allows for an energy ani-
sotropy (T.lb# T 11b) between the perpendicular and parallel direc-
tions, whereas Eq. (72) does not. Because of the similarity between
Eqs. (73) and (108), virtually all of the analysis in Section IV.A
pertaining to the choice ofjg in Eq. (72) can be applied to Eq. (107),
provided we make the replacements kBT -7 T.lb. This includes the
condition for radially confined equilibria [Eq. (74)], self-consistent
profiles for ng(r) (Fig. 1), and radial force balance equation [Eq. (76)],
and constraint conditions on (r2 ) and (Po) [Eqs. (78)-(80)].
Monoenergetic Transverse Distribution
As a second example, we consider the case where the transverse dis-
tribution function Fb(H.l + ObPO) is monoenergetic with26
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where fib and Ti-b are positive constants. Substituting Eq. (109) into
Eq. (104) gives the density profile
ng(r) = fib100 d(2~~m)8[2~~+ V(r) - T-lb] , (110)
where VCr) is defined in Eq. (68). As in Section IV.A, we take
¢S(r == 0) == 0, and therefore VCr == 0) == O. It is clear from Eq. (110) that
ng(r) == 0 whenever V(r) > Ti-b, and ng(r) == fib == const. whenever
o :s; V(r) < Ti-b. Therefore, as VCr) increases (from zero) with increas-
ing r, the outer beam radius rb is determined from V(rb) == Ti-b. Car-
rying out the integration over pi in Eq. (110) thus gives the
rectangular density profile (Figure 3)
o( ) _ { fib == const.,nb r - 0, (111 )
Substituting Eq. (111) into Poisson's equation (106), we obtain for the
electrostatic potential
o :s; r < rb,
r > rb. (112)
Making use of Eq. (68), the effective potential VCr) in the beam interior
(0 :s; r < rb) can be expressed as
(113)
where Nb == 27f Jooo dr rng (r) == 7fnbr~ is the number of particles per unit
axial length. As noted earlier, the outer beam radius rb is determined
from V(rb) == Ti-b' which can be expressed as
Equation (114) can be used to determine the beam radius rb in terms of
0b, Ti-b, Nb and other system parameters. Because (r2 ) == r~/2 for the
uniform density profile in Eq. (111), note that Eq. (114) is similar in



























FIGUR~ 3 Plots of (a) normalized density ng(r)/nb and (b) transverse temperature
Tl-b(r)/Tl-b versus r/rb obtained from Eqs. (111) and (116) for the choice of
equilibrium distribution in Eq. (109). Here, the beam radius is determined self-
consistently in terms of other system parameters from Eq. (114).
form to the constraint condition obtained in Eq. (79) for the thermal
equilibrium distribution /g in Eq. (72). Furthermore, because
(Po) == 1bm(ncb/2 - nb)(r2) for the entire class of anisotropic rigid-
rotor equilibria described by Eq. (98), the angular rotation term
proportional to (nb - n cb/2)2 in Eq. (114) can be eliminated in favor of
(Po) /1bm(r2 ).
Comparing Eqs. (113) and (114), it follows that Tl-b - V(r) ==
Tl-b(l - r2/r~) in the beam interior (0 ~ r < rb). Substituting Eq. (109)
into Eq. (105) for the transverse pressure profile, we obtain
(115)
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for 0::; r < rb. Equation (115) readily gives the parabolic temperature
profile (Figure 3)
o::; r < rb, (116)
(117)
which decreases from a maximum value of Ti-b at r == 0, to zero at the
beam edge (r == rb). Note that Ti-b(r == rb) == 0 is expected for the
monoenergetic transverse distribution in Eq. (109) because r == rb
represents the outer envelope of turning points in the transverse
orbits.
Water-Bag Transverse Distribution
As a third example, we consider the case where the transverse dis-
tribution function Fb(Hi- + nbPO) is specified by the step-function
distribution17
Fl == nb U(Hi- + nbPO)
b 21f'YbmTi-b Ti-b .
Here, nb and Ti-b are positive constants and U(x) is the unit step-
function defined by U(x) == 1 for 0::; x < 1, and U(x) == 0 for x> 1.
Note that Ti-b == const. is the maximum allowed value of Hi- + nbPO
in Eq. (117). Substituting Eq. (117) into the expressions for ng(r) and




for 0 ~ r < rb. Here, the outer beam radius rb is determined frpm
V(rb) == fi-b. Note from Eq. (118), as VCr) increases from zero at r==O
to V(rb) == Ti-b at r == rb, the density decreases from ng(r == 0) == nb to
ng(r == rb) == o. Furthermore, the perpendicular pressure in Eq. (119)
scales double adiabatically, with Pi-b(r) proportional to [ng(r)]2.
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To determine the effective potential V(r) == C"Ybm/2)(f!bf!cb-
f!~)r2 + (Zie/'"Y~)¢S(r) self-consistently, we substitute Eqs. (117) and
(118) into Poisson's equation (106). This readily yields the (linear)
Bessel's equation for V(r) ,
(120)
in the beam interior (0 ~ r < rb). Here, W~b == 41rnbZfe2/'"Ybm is the on-
axis plasma frequency-squared. Solving Eq. (120) for VCr), and defin-
. , 2 2 T'" /4 '" z2 2 b·Ing AD == '"Yb ..lb 1rnb ie, we 0 tain
V(r) = 2')'bmAb ( 0bOcb - O~ - ~~) [/0 (:D) - 1], 0::; r < rb,
(121 )
where lo(x) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order
zero. Setting V(r == rb) == T..lb then gives
(122)
which is a nonlinear transcendental equation that determines the nor-
malized beam radius rb/AD self-consistently. Note from Eq. (122) that
the beam radius rb is large in comparison with the effective Debye
length AD whenever (ObOcb - O~) is 'closely tuned' to w~b/2'"Y~.
Finally, substituting Eqs. (121) and (122) into Eq. (118) gives for
the density profile (Figure 4)
(123)
in the beam interior (0 ~ r < rb), and ng(r) == 0 for r> rb. Note from
Eq. (123) that ng(r == 0) == nb and ng(r == rb) == 0, as expected. Here,
use is made of 10(0) == 1.
As a fourth and final example for a uniform focusing field
Bz(z) == Bo == const., following development of the density inversion
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FIGURE 4 Plot of the normalized density ng(r)jnb versus r/rb obtained from
Eq. (123) for the choice of equilibrium distribution in Eq. (117). Here, the two cases
correspond to the choices rb/AD = 5 and rb/AD = 10 [see Eq. (122)].
theorem in Section IV.C, we will consider the case where the density
profile has the parabolic form ng(r) == nb(l - r2/r~) for O:s; r < rb.
c. Density Inversion Theorem
For the class of anisotropic beam distributions jg == Fb(Hl-+
ObPe)G(Pz) in Eq. (98), the configuration- and mometum-space
dependences ofjg are so interconnected [see Eq. (99)] that a specifica-
tion of the radial dependence of a macroscopic equilibrium profile,
such as the density ng(r) == Jd3pjg, is sufficient information to
reconstruct the detailed functional form26 of the transverse distribu-
tion function Fb(Hl.. + ObPO). To illustrate this point, we note from
Eq. (104) that the density profile ng(r) depends on the radial coordi-
nate r exclusively through the effective potential V(r) ==
CYbm/2)(ObOcb - n~)r2 + (Zie/1~)¢S(r) defined in Eq. (68). Taking
the derivative ofng(V) with respect to Vin Eq. (104) gives
anD roo aa~ = (21l"lbm) Jo dU auFb[U + V(r)],
where the variable U == fii/21bm has been introduced in Eq. (124).
Assuming that Fb[U+ V(r)]u~oo==O, and integrating by parts on the
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right-hand side of Eq. (124) gives
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(125)
for the transverse distribution function Fb(H-l + !lbPe).
The density inversion theorem can be summarized as follows.
For specified ng(r) we calculate the electrostatic potential ¢S(r) from
Poisson's equation r- 1(8/8r)(r8¢s/8r) == -47rZieng(r), and the effec-
tive potential VCr) from the definition V(r) == (')'bm/2)(!lb!lcb-
n~)r2 + (Zie/')'~)¢S(r) in Eq. (68). Solving then for r(V) , assumed to
be monotonic, we evaluate 8ng/8V == (8ng/8r)(8r/8V) in Eq. (125),
which determines the transverse distribution function Fb(H-l + !lbPe).
By any measure, this density inversion theorem is a remarkable
result, which can be used to determine the (assumed) distribution
functions Fb(H-l + !lbPe) in Eqs. (107), (109), and (117) from the
(derived) density profiles in Eqs. (108), (111) and (123), respectively.
To illustrate this point, we consider the prescribed parabolic density
profile (Figure 5)












FIGURE 5 Plot of the normalized density ng(r)jiib versus r/rb obtained from
Eq. (126). The density inversion theorem shows that the corresponding equilibrium
distribution that generates this density profile self-consistently is given by Eq. (129).
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Making use of Poisson's equation (106) and the definition of the
effective potential V(r) in Eq. (68) gives
(127)
for O:S r < rb. Inverting Eq. (127) for r2(V) gives
(128)
where W~b == 47rnbZi2e2/1bm. Substituting Eq. (128) into Eq. (126) and
evaluating ong/o V, it is readily shown from the density inversion
theorem in Eq. (125) that the transverse distribution function
Fb(H-l + flbPe) which is consistent with the parabolic density profile
assumed in Eq. (126) is given by
(129)
In Eq. (129), Vex) is the unit step-function defined by Vex) == 1 for
0:S x < 1, and Vex) == 0 for x> 1. Note from Eqs. (126)-(129) that the
outer beam radius rb is determined from V(rb) == T.Lb == const., which
can be expressed as
(130)
For the parabolic density profile in Eq. (126), the number of particles
per unit length is Nb == 27r J;o dr rng(r) == 7rnbr~/2. Therefore, Eq. (130)
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can be expressed as
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Note that (r2) == r~/3 for the parabolic density profile in Eq. (126), and
that Eq. (131) can be used to determine r~ self-consistently in terms of
0b, TJ...b and Nb for a broad range of system parameters. Not
surprisingly, Eq. (131) is similar in form to Eq. (114) derived for a
uniform density beam.
To summarize, the density inversion theorem in Eq. (125) applies to
the entire class of anisotropic beam distributions /g in Eq. (98) and is
clearly a very powerful result. For specified density profile ng(r), the
corresponding expression for VCr) is inverted to determine reV).
Equation (125) can then be used to determine directly the transverse
distribution function Fb(H.l + 0bPe) that self-consistently generates
the assumed density profile ng(r).
D. Force Constraint Relating the Mean-Square Radius (r2 ) to the
Transverse Thermal Emittance
The entire class of anisotropic beam distributions /g == Fb(HJ...+
ObPO)G(Pz) in Eq. (98) can be characterized by a universal force con-
straint condition that relates the mean-square radius (r2 ) to the trans-
verse thermal emittance Eth, number of beam particles per unit axial
length N b , and angular rotation velocity 0b. This constraint condition
is analogous to Eqs. (114) and (131) extended to arbitrary choice of
Fb(H.l + °bPe).
From Eq. (105) and some straightforward integration by parts, it is
readily shown that 8PJ...b/8r == -ng(r)8V(r)j8r, where VCr) is the
effective potential defined in Eq. (68), and PJ...b == ng(r)TJ...b(r) is the
perpendicular pressure defined in Eq. (103). This gives the condition
for local radial force balance, which can be expressed as
(132)
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Here, Poisson's equation (106) has been integrated to give
a¢s lar == -(41fZielr) J~ dr rng(r), and Eq. (132) is valid for general
choice of transverse distribution function Fb(H-L + 0bPe). Comparing
Eq. (77) and Eq. (103), it is clear that the spatial average of P-Lb(r)
and the statistical average (p; + (Po + '"'ibmObr)2) are related by
where c;h == (41'"'i~m2{3~c2)(r2)(p; + (po + '"'ibmObr)2) is the unnormal-
ized transverse thermal emittance defined in Eq. (81). Returning to
Eq. (132), we operate with 21f Jooo drr2 ... and carry out some straight-
forward integration by parts that assumes P-Lb(r ---+ (0) == o. This gives
(134)
(135)
where (r2 ) == (21fINb) J: dr r3ng(r) and Nb == 21f Jooo dr rng(r). Expres-
sing ObOcb - O~ == (Ocb/2)2 - (Ob - Ocb/2)2, and making use of
(Pe) == '"'ibm(Ocb/2 - Ob)(r2 ) to eliminate (Ob - Ocb/2)2, the constraint
condition in Eq. (134) can be expressed in the equivalent form
2 2 Zfe2Nb 1 [(Po)2 1 2 2 2 ](Ocb/2) (r ) - 3 == -(2) 22+ -4 {3bc Cth '
'"'ibm r '"'ibm
where use has been made of Eq. (133) to express 21f J: dr rPl-b in
terms of the thermal emittance.
Equation (135) is a powerful constraint condition that relates the
mean-square radius (r2 ) to Nb , (Pe) and Cth for the entire class of aniso-
tropic beam equilibria!g == Fb(Hl- + ObPe)G(Pz) in Eq. (98), no mat-
ter how complicated the corresponding self-consistent profiles for the
density ng(r) and perpendicular pressure P-Lb(r). Indeed, because the
local radial force balance equations (92) and (132) are identical in
form, the constraint condition in Eq. (135) also applies to the entire
class of isotropic beam equilibria !g == !g(H - VbPz + ObPe) in
Eq. (66). Finally, only in the special case where (Pe) == 0 and 0b ==
0cb/2 is the term proportional to (Pe)2 absent in Eq. (135).
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v. INTENSE BEAM EQUILIBRIA IN A PERIODIC
FOCUSING SOLENOIDAL FIELD
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A. Theoretical Model and Basic Equations
We now consider the case of a periodic focusing solenoidal field
Bz(s +S) == Bz(s) described by Eq. (7), and employ the formalism
developed in Section III.B that utilizes the nonlinear Vlasov-Poisson
equations (36) and (48) to advance the distribution function
fg(x,Px;y,Py;-H,s) and the normalized effective potential
tt/J(x,y, s) == (Zie/~~m(3~e2) x qi(x,y, s). Here, the characteristics of
the nonlinear Vlasov equation (36) are given in Eqs. (40)-(43), and
the transverse particle orbits xes) and yes) satisfy Eqs. (46) and (47).
As discussed in Section III.B, the advantage of transforming to
the new cano1!ical variables (x,Px;y,Py;t,-H;s) is that for time-
stationary equilibria with a¢s/at == 0 and afb/at == 0, it necessarily fol-
lows that d(- H)/ds == O. The formalism developed in Section III.B,
while consistent with the thin-beam approximation in Section II, is
otherwise quite general and can incorporate a (small) spread in axial
momentum pz or total energy H of the beam particles. [See discussion
following Eqs. (37) and (38) where Pb(H) == ~bm(3be depends on H.]
For our purposes here, however, we specialize to the case where the
spread in H is negligibly small and express
where ib == const., and H == ~b(H)me2 == [m2e4 + e2p~(H)]1/2 and
f3b(H) == [1 - ~b2(H)]1/2. From Eq. (32) or Eq. (39), for a thin beam
with small transverse momentum consistent with Eqs. (9) and (13), it
follows from Eq. (136) that
where use has been made of Eq. (32) and
(137)
apz ~ Hie
aH== (H2/ e2 _m2e2)1/2
1
(3b(H) . (138)
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Substituting Eq. (136) into Eq. (36) and operating with
Jdpz· .. == JdH (8pz/8H) . .. then gives for the evolution of the
reduced distribution function Fb(X, Px;y, Py;s)
Here, the characteristics x', y', P~ and P; of Eq. (139) are defined by
Eqs. (40)-(43) (for simplicity of notation, we drop the 'hat' on i'b and
Sb), and 1/J(x,y,s) == (Zie/'Y~mf3~c2)¢s(x,y,s) solves Eq. (48), where
the beam density nb(x,y, s) == Jd3pfg is expressed in terms of Fb as
(140)
For notational simplicity in the analysis of Eq. (139), it is con-
venient to introduce the normalized transverse canonical momenta
defined by Px == Px/'Ybmf3bc and Py == Py/'Ybmf3bc, and the normal-
ized transverse Hamiltonian ill. == Hl./'Ybmc defined by [see Eq. (39)]
(141 )
(142)
In Eq. (141), J ~z(s) == ZieBz(s)j2'Ybmf3bc2 is the solenoidal coupling
coefficient defined in Eq. (44), and 1/J(x,y,s) == (Zie/'Y~mf3~c2)¢sx
(x,y,s) is the normalized potential defined in Eq. (45). We readily
find from dxjds == 8Hl.j8Px and dPx/ds == -8Hl.j8x,
dx A r::r::\
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Equations (142)-(145), derived from the transverse Hamiltonian in
Eq. (141), are equivalent to the dynamical equations (40)-(43)
obtained in Section III.B, but are now expressed in terms of the
convenient quantities Px and Py, I'l:z(S), and 'ljJ. We further express
Eq. (139) in terms of the variables (x, Px;y, Py;s) and introduce the
distribution function Fb defined by
(146)
which is scaled by the constant factor ('Ybm{3bc)2 relative to Fh. Making
use of Eqs. (140) and (146) to express nh == JdPx dPy Fh ==





Equation (147) describes the nonlinear evolution of the distribution
function Fh(X, Px; y, Py; s) determined self-consistently in terms of
'ljJ(x,Y,s) from Poisson's equation (148). Moreover, the characteristics
x', P~,y' and P; of the nonlinear Vlasov equation (147) are given
directly in terms of (x,Px;y,Py;s) by Eqs. (142)-(145). Equations
(147) and (148) have a wide range of applicability consistent with the
thin-beam approximation and the (albeit restrictive) assumption of
negligibly small spread in total energy H and axial momentum spread
made in Eqs. (136)-(138). No assumption of azimuthal symmetry
(%() == 0) has yet been made in Eqs. (147) and (148).
It was noted briefly in Section III.B that simplifications occur in
the transverse orbit equations by transforming to the Larmor frame
of reference rotating with normalized angular velocity OL(S) ==
d()L/ds == -Jl'l:z(s) relative to the laboratory frame. We now perform
a canonical transformation from laboratory-frame variables
(x,Px;y,Py) to Larmor-frame variables (x,Px;y,Py) by introducing
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the generating function
F2(x,Px;Y,Py ;S) == [xcosBL(s) + y sin BL(s)]Px
+ [-x sin BL(s) + ycosBL(s)]Py , (149)




x == 8F2/8Px == xcosBL+ y sin BL,
Y == 8F2/8Py == -x sin BL + ycosBL,
Px == 8F2/8x == Pxcos BL - Py sinBL,
Py == 8F2/8y == PxsinBL+ Py cos ()L,
Px == Px cos BL+ Py sin BL,




The new perpendicular Hamiltonian in the Larmor frame is iIi- ==
Hi- + 8F2/8s expressed in Larmor-frame variables (x, px;Y, py ).
From Eq. (149) and dBL/ds == -J~z(s), we obtain
where use is made ofEq. (151). From Eqs. (141) and (153), it follows
that
Making use of Eqs. (150) and (152) to express P; + P; == P; + P;
and x 2 + y2 == x2 + y2, the new transverse Hamiltonian iIJ.. expressed
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in Larmor-frame variables is given by
H- (- p- . - p- . ) - 1(p-2 p-2) 1 ()(-2 -2) 111,(- - )..lX, x,Y, y,S -2 x+ y +2~Zs x +y +o/x,y,s.
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(155)
The equations of motion in the Larmor frame are given by dx/ds ==
aH..l/aPx, dPx/ds == -aH..l/ax, dy/ds == aH..l/aPy and dPy/ds ==





The nonlinear Vlasov-Poisson equations (147) and (148) for
Fb(X,Px;y,Py;s) and VJ(x,y,s) in Larmor-frame variables become
aFb -, aFb -, aFb p' aFb P' aFb == 0
a + x a- +Y a- + xa - + Ya - ,s x y px py
( a2 a
2) 41TZ~e2 J - -
a
-2 + a-2 1/J == - 3 12 2 dPxdPyFb.
X y rrbm {3b c
The characteristics x', y', P~ and P; of the nonlinear Vlasov equation
(158) are defined in terms of (x,Px;y,Py;s) by Eqs. (156) and (157).
Therefore, Eq. (158) can be expressed in the equivalent form
where VJ(x,y, s) is determined in terms of Fb(X, Px;y, Py;s) by means of
Poisson's equation (159).
The Vlasov-Poisson equations (159) and (160) can be used to
investigate the nonlinear evolution of the distribution function Fb in
the four-dimensional phase space (x, Px;y, py ) for a wide range of
system parameters and 'initial' conditions (at s == So, say). Indeed,
Eqs. (159) and (160) generally allow for both radial (a/ar i- 0) and
azimuthal (a/ ao i- 0) variations in the effective potential 1/J and dis-
tribution function Fb .
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B. Vlasov-Poisson Description for Azimuthally Symmetric
Beam Propagation (8/80 == 0)
In the remainder of Section V, we specialize to the case where the dis-
tribution function Fb and effective potential 'ljJ are azimuthally sym-
metric (8/80 == 0), i.e., depend on x and y exclusively through the
radial coordinate r == (x2 + y2)1/2. As noted in Section III.B, this
leads to several simplifications in the transverse particle dynamics [see
Eqs. (53)-(57)], and therefore in the nonlinear Vlasov-Poisson equa-
tions (159) and (160). For 8/80 == 0, it follows that 'ljJ == 'ljJ(r,s), and
&t/Jj8x == (x/r)&t/J/8r and &t/J/8y == (y/r)&t/J/8r. Therefore, from the
orbit equations (156) and (157) it is readily shown that
(161 )
corresponding to conservation of canonical angular momentum Pe
(in the Larmor frame). Two options are available for analyzing
Eqs. (159) and (160) when 8/80 == o. One approach is to transform
directly to the variables (r, Pr; 0, Pe; s) in cylindrical coordinates,
imposing &t/J/80 == 0 == 8Fb/80 ab initio. The other is to continue the
analysis of Eq. (160) in a Cartesian representation, imposing the con-
dition that 'ljJ == 'ljJ(r, s). We discuss these two approaches separately.
First, transforming directly to a cylindrical representation, we
express P; + Pi == P,2 + pJ/r 2 and r2 == x2 + y2 in the expression for
the perpendicular Hamiltonian ill- in Eq. (155). This gives
-2
- - -. - -. _ 1 (- 2 Pe) 1 -2 -Hl- (r, Pr, (), Pe, s) -"2 Pr + r 2 + "2 liz (s)r + 'ljJ(r, s). (162)
The equations of motion are dr/ds == 8ill-j8pr, dpr/ds == -8ill-/8r,
dO/ds == 8ill-j8pe and dpejds == -8ill-/80. Because 8ill-j80 == 0,
this readily gives
dr -





Note from Eq. (164) that dpe/ds == 0, as expected. For azimutally
symmetric beam distributions with 8Fb/80 == 0, it follows from
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Eqs. (160), (163) and (164) that the nonlinear Vlasov equation for
Fb(r, Pr; Po; s) can be expressed as
(165)
where I'\,z(s + S) == I'\,z(s) generally depends on s, and 'ljJ(r, s) is deter-
mined self-consistently from Poisson's equation
(166)
Here, use has been made of JdPx dPy ... == r- 1 JdPr dP0 •.•• There are
some advantages to the cylindrical representation used in Eqs. (165)
and (166). First, Eq. (165) takes explicit advantage, from the outset, of
the fact that Po is a single-particle constant of the motion when
8/80 == o. Second, the characteristics of Eq. (165) involve calculation
of the radial orbits in the two-dimensional phase space (r, Pr ). Indeed,
Eq. (165) is particularly well suited to integration using the method
of characteristics (see Section V.D for a brief discussion). Finally,
Eq. (165) can readly be used to describe equilibrium properties
(B/Bs == 0) for intense beam propagation parallel to a uniform focusing
field with I'\,z(s) == I'\,zO == const. (independent of s). For s-independent
'ljJ(r) , it follows from Eq. (162) that H.l (as well as Po) is an exact
single-particle constant of the motion (dH.l/ds == 0). In this case the
equilibrium beam distribution (8Fg /8s == 0) can be constructed from
the single-particle constants of the motion H.l and Po with Fg ==
F~(iIJ..' Po) (see also the discussion in Section III.A). That is,
Fg(H.l' Po) solves the nonlinear Vlasov equation (165) exactly,
because (d/ds)Fg (H.l ,Po) == 0 whenever dH.l/ds == 0 == dPo/ds. In
this regard, is should be noted that distributions of the form
Fg(H.l + ObPO), where Ob == const., correspond exactly to the class
of rigid-rotor Vlasov-equilibria considered in Section IV.B. Here, of
course, -Ob == const. is the (appropriately normalized) angular
rotation velocity in the Larmor frame.
We now return to the Cartesian representation of the nonlinear
Vlasov equation in Eq. (160), allowing for axial variation of
I'\,z(s + S) == I'\,(s), but assuming &t/J/80 == 0, i.e., 'ljJ == 'ljJ(r, s). Making use
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of &t/J/8i == (i/r)&t/J/8r and &t/J/8y == (y/r)&t/J/8r, the Vlasov equa-
tion (160) can be expressed as
8Fb p 8Fb - 8Fb
as + x ax + Py oy
- (KZX+~:X) ~~: - (KZY+~:Y) ~~: =0. (167)
The characteristics of Eq. (167) are identical to the orbit equations
(55) and (56) for i(s) and y(s). Following Courant and Snyder,27 itis
convenient when analyzing the particle motion to express the trans-
verse orbits as
X(s) = Aw(s) cos(is w~(s) + <Po)'
Y(s) = Aw(s) sin(L' w~(s) + <Po), (168)
where A and cPo are constants (independent of s ) and w(s) is the so-
called envelope function. Note from Eq. (168) that
(169)
The equation advancing w(s) is readily obtained by substituting the
expression for i(s) or y(s) in Eq. (168) into Eq. (55) or Eq. (56). For
example, it follows from Eq. (168) that the i-motion satisfies
~~ = A~ cos(is w~(s) + <Po) - ~sin(iS w~(s) + <Po)
1 dw _ 1_
==--x--y (170)
wds w2 '
~:; = A(~:~ - ~3) cos(is w~(S) + <Po) = ~ (~:~ - ~3 )X. (171)
Analogous equations can be obtained for dy/ds and d2y/ds2 .
Substituting Eq. (171) into Eq. (55), and defining the self-field
coupling coefficient 1'\:s(s) by
1'\:s(s) == - [~80_ 'ljJ(r, s)] ,
r r r=Aw(s)
(172)
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(174)
it follows directly that the envelope function w(s + S) == w(s) solves
d2 1
ds2 w(s) + [Kz(S) - Ks(S)]W(s) = w3(s) . (173)
Equation (173) can also be obtained in a similar manner by
substituting the expression for y(s) in Eq. (168) into Eq. (56). In the
special case where the density profile is radially uniform with
nb(r, s) == J1b(S) == Nb/7rr~(s) for 0::; r < rb(s), and nb(r, s) == 0 for
r > rb(s), we note from Poisson's equation (159), when &ljJ/80 == 0,
that ~ == -(1/2)(K/r~)r2 in the beam interior (0 ::; r < rb). Here, K ==
2NbZfe2/1~m{3~c2 is the self-field permeance, and Nb == 27r J;o dr rnb is
the number of particles per unit axial length. In this case, the
expression for ~s(s) in Eq. (172) reduces to the familiar result
~s(s) == K/r~(s). In general, however, for nonuniform density profile
nb(r, s), the coefficient ~s(s) in Eq. (172) depends explicity on Aw(s),
thereby increasing the complexity and nonlinearity of Eq. (173) for the
envelope function w(s).
The azimuthal symmetry of ~(r, s) places powerful constraints on
the transverse orbits x(s) and y(s). Denoting x' == dx/ds, y' == dy/ds,
and w' == dw/ds, it is readily shown from Eq. (168) that
x2+ y2 == w2A2,
i '2 + jl'2 = (w12 + ~2)A2,
~~ + w2(i l - %' ir= A2,
~~ + w2(Y' - %' yr= A2,
xy' - yx' == A 2 .
Here, A == const., and w(s + S) == w(s) solves the nonlinear envelope
equation (173). Note that the constraint condition xy' - yx' == A 2 in
Eq. (174) corresponds to conservation of canonical angular momen-
tum. In addition, the third and fourth constraints conditions in
Eq. (174) corresponds to conservation of the phase space area (equal
to 1rA2) in the phase spaces (x,x') and (y,y') for the x- and y-orbits.
Here, for radially nonuniform density profile nb(r, s), we reiterate that
the solution for w(s) obtained from Eq. (173) generally depends on A,
as evident from the expression for ~s(s) and Eq. (172).
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We now perform a canonical transformation from Larmor-frame
variables (x,Px;y,Py) to new variables (X,Px ; Y,P y ) by introducing
the generating function F2 defined by
(175)
where the envelope function w(s) solves Eq. (173). The generating
function in Eq. (175) defines the transformation
and
x == 8F2 == ~
8Px w'
(176)
The new Hamiltonian Hi- expressed in the variables (X, Px ;Y, P y;s) is
given by Hi- == Hi- + 8F2/Bs, where Hi- and F2 are defined in
Eqs. (155) and (175), respectively. Evaluating 8F2/Bs from Eq. (175)
and making use of the expression for Hi- in Eq. (155), we obtain for
Hi-(X, Px ;Y, P y;s)
(178)
Here, use has been made of Eqs. (176) and (177) to eliminate
(x,Px;y,Py) in favor of (X,Px;Y,P y ). Making use of Eq. (173) to
express w- 1d2w/ds2 + ~z(s) == ~s(s) + l/w4 , Eq. (178) becomes
1
HJ.. (X, Px; Y, Py; s) = 2w2(s) (P; + P~ + X 2 + y 2) + 8'ljJ(w(s)R, s).
(179)
Here, from Eq. (172) and (178), the effective potential 8'l/J occurring in
Eq. (179) is defined by
8'l/J(wR, s) == ['ljJ(r, s) - ~ r 8_ 'ljJ(r, S)] == _! {r3 8_ [_12 'ljJ(r, s)] }2 8r r=wR 2 Br r r=wR
(180)
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and R2 == (X2+ y 2) == (x 2+y2)/w 2(s) == r 2/w 2(s) follows from
Eq. (176). It should be emphasized that 8'ljJ is directly related to the
radial nonuniformity in the density profile nb(r, s). For example, if Fb
corresponds to the KV distribution,24 then the density profile is
radially uniform with nb(r, s) == nb(s) == Nb/1rr~(s) for 0 ~ r < rb(s),
and nb(r, s) == 0 for r > rb(s). As noted in the discussion following
Eq. (173), for this case 'ljJ(r, s) == -(1/2)(K/r~)r2 in the beam interior
(O~r<rb), and therefore 8'ljJ==0 follows directly from Eq. (180).
Consequently, the term proportional to 8'ljJ in Eq. (176) should be
viewed as a measure of the departure of the system from a KV-like
beam distribution with characteristic step-function density profile and
parabolic potential ('ljJ ex ,2) in the beam interior.
The equations of motion in terms of the new variables
(X, Px;Y, Py) are given by dX/ds == 8Hi-/8Px, dPx/ds == -8Hi-/8X,
dY/ds == 8Hi-/8Py and dPy/ds == -8Hi-/8Y, where Hi-(X, Px;Y, P y;s)
is defined in Eq. (179). For azimuthally symmetric 8'ljJ(wR, s), it fol-
lows that 88'ljJ/8X==(X/R)88'ljJ/8R and 88'ljJ/8Y==(Y/R)88'ljJ/8R.
Therefore, the orbit equations become
dX Px
ds w2 (s) ,
dY P y
ds w2 (s) ,
dPx X X88'ljJ
ds - w2 (s) - R 8R '
dPy Y Y88'ljJ
ds - w2 (s) -R 8R'
(181 )
(182)
whereR == (X2 + y 2)1/2, 8'ljJ(w(s)R, s) is defined in Eq. (180), and the
envelope function w(s + S) == w(s) solves Eq. (173). In general,
Eq. (173) will also support other solutions for w(s). However, the pre-
sent paper focuses on the class of periodic solutions w(s + S) == w(s)
which have the same fundamental periodicity length S as the focusing
field Bz(s + S) == Bz(s). In terms of the new variables, the nonlinear
Vlasov equation (167) gives, for the evolution of Fb(X, Px ;Y, P y;s),
8Fb Px 8Fb Py 8Fb
-+---+---8s w2 8X w2 BY
_ (X !B8'ljJ) BFb _ (~ IB8'ljJ) BFb == 0
w2+ R 8R 8Px w2 + R 8R 8Py .
(183)
The effective potential 8'ljJ occurring in the characteristics of Eq. (183)
is defined in terms of 'ljJ(r, s) by Eq. (180), which is determined
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(184)
self-consistently in terms of Fb(X, Px ; Y, P y; s) from Poisson's equation
(159). Making use of Eq. (177) to express JdPxdPy ... == w-2(s) X
J dPxdP y · .. , Eq. (159) becomes
1 a -&tP 41T"Zfe2 1 J
-=a-'a- == - 3 f32 2 2() dPxdPyFb
r r r 'Ybm be w s
for azimuthally symmetric 1/;(r, s). Equations (183) and (184), together
with the definition of 81/; in Eq. (180), then provide a closed description
of the nonlinear evolution of the system in the new variables
(X,Px; Y,Py;s).
It was noted earlier, for the azimuthally asymmetric case con-
sidered here, there are often advantages to working directly in variables
appropriate to cylindrical coordinates. [See the discussion leading to
the cylindrical representation of the nonlinear Vlasov-Poisson equa-
tions (165) and (166) in the Larmor frame.] Therefore, to conclude
Section V.B, we summarize briefly the appropriate transformations
leading to the cylindrical analogue of Eqs. (183) and (184) in the new
variables (R, PR ; 8, Pe; s). Specifically, we transform from the Larmor-
frame variables (r,Pr;O,Pe,s) used in Eqs. (162)-(166) to the new
variables (R, PR ; 8, Pe ;s) by introducing the generating function F2
defined by
- 1 - r2 dw
F2(r,Pr;(),Pe;s)==-rPR+()Pe+-2 -d ' (185)
w w s
where the envelope function w(s + S) == w(s) solves Eq. (173). The
generating function in Eq. (185) defines the transformation
R == aF2 == ~
aPR w'
- aF2 PR rdw
P r == ay == w+; ds '
8 == aF2 == 0
aPe '
- aF2
Pe == -- == Pe·a()
(186)
(187)
The new Hamiltonian Hi-(R, PR ; 8, Pe ; s) is given by H.l == H.l+
8F2 /8s, where H.l is defined in Larmor-frame variables by Eq. (162),
and F2 is defined in Eq. (185). Some straightforward algebra shows that
(188)
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)HdR, PR ; 8, Pe; s) = 2w2 (s) .P1 + R~ + R2 + 8'IjJ (w(s)R, s).
(189)
Here, the envelope function w(s) solves Eq. (173), and 81f;(wR, s) is
defined in terms of 1f;(r, s) by Eq. (180). In the new variables, the
equations of motion are dR/ds -== 8H-l/8PR, dPR/ds -== -8H-l/8R,




dPR _ 1 (R P~) 881f;& - - w2 (s) - R3 - 8R '




Therefore, making use of Eqs. (190) and (191), and assuming an
azimuthally symmetric beam distribution with 8Fb/8e -== 0, the
distribution function Fb(R, PR ; Pe ; s) evolves according to the non-
linear Vlasov equation
8Fb + PR 8Fb _ [~ (R _ P~) + 881f;] 8Fb = O. (192)
8s w2 8R w2 R3 8R 8PR
Equation (192) should be compared with the cylindrical representa-
tion of the Vlasov equation in Eq. (165) in the Larmor frame. As
before, the particularly simple form of Eq. (192) when compared with
the Cartesian representation in Eq. (183) has to do with the fact that
azimuthal symmetry (8/8e -== 0) and the constancy of Pe are incorpo-
rated ab initio in Eq. (192). The effective potential 81f;(wR, s) occurring
in Eq. (192) is defined in terms of 1f;(r, s) by Eq. (180), and w(s + S)-==
w(s) solves Eq. (173). Making use of Eq. (186) and (187) to express
(1Ir) JdPr dPe· .. -== (1/w2R) JdPR dPe ... , the Poisson's equation
(166) can be expressed as
(193)
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Equation (193) relates Fb(R, PR ; Pe; s) in the new variables to 1jJ(r, s),
which in turn can be used to determine the effective potential 81jJ(wR, s)
defined in Eq. (180).
To summarize, in Section V.A we have presented a variety of repre-
sentations of the nonlinear Vlasov-Poisson equations for axisym-
metric beam propagation (8/80 == 0) through a periodic focusing
solenoidal field Bz(s + S) == Bz(s). These include both cylindrical repre-
sentations in Larmor-frame variables [Eq. (165)] and in transformed
variables [Eq. (192)], and Cartesian representations in Larmor-frame
variables [Eq. (167)] and in transformed variables [Eq. (183)]. These
equations have a wide range of applicability to beam distributions
with radially nonuniform density profile nb(r, s). Which representa-
tion is most appropriate to use depends on the particular numerical
or analytical technique that is best suited to the specific application
under consideration.
c. Periodically Focused Rigid-Rotor Vlasov Equilibria
We now make use of the theoretical formalism developed in Section
V.B to consider a specific example of azimuthally symmetric, periodi-
cally focused beam distributions Fb .
As an example, we consider the case where the density profile is
radially uniform over the beam cross section with
o~ r < rb(s),
r > rb(s). (194)
(195)
Here, rb(s + S) == rb(s) is the outer radial envelope of the beam, and
Nb == 21r Jooo dr rnb == const. is the number of particles per unit axial
length. In this case, it follows from Poisson's equation for 1jJ(r, s) [see,
for example, Eq. (159)] that
'l/JC ) K_2
r, s == - 2r~(s) r
in the beam interior, 0 ~ r < rb(s). In Eq. (195), K == 2NbZle2/
7~m{3~c2 is the self-field permeance. Substituting Eq. (195) into
Eqs. (172) and (180) readily gives fl:s(s) == -K/r~(s), and
81jJ(wR, s) == o. (196)
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[ K ] 1ds2 w(s) + Iiz (s) - ~(s) w(s) = w3(s) (197)
for the choice of step-function density profile in Eq. (194).
We choose to consider this example within the context of the non-
linear Vlasov-Poisson equations (192) and (193) expressed in the
transformed cylindrical variables (R, PR ; 8, Pe; s). The question posed
is what choice of azimuthally symmetric distribution function
Fb(R, PR ; Pe; s) generates self-consistently the density profile in
Eq. (194). Here, from Eq. (193), the density profile can be expressed
in terms of Fb(R, PR ; Pe;s) by
(198)
For 8ttjJ(wR, s) == 0, the Hamiltonian in Eq. (189) becomes H.l ==
(1/2)(P~ + P~/R2 + R2)/w2(s), and the orbit equations in Eq. (190)
and the characteristics of the nonlinear Vlasov equation (192) undergo
corresponding simplification. Particularly important, while the per-
pendicular Hamiltonian is not a conserved quantity (dH-l/ds=l=-O, in
general), the scaled energy variable H-l == w2(s)H-l is conserved, where
(199)
This follows trivially from the orbit equations for PReS) and R(s) in
Eq. (190), which give
(200)
Here, use has been made of 8ttjJ == 0 and dPe/ds == O. Therefore, any dis-
tribution Fb(R, PR ; Pe;s) == Fg(H.l, Pe) that depends on R, PR and
Pe exclusively through H-l and Pe, necessarily satisfies the nonlinear
Vlasov equation (192) (dFb/ds == 0), and is also an equilibrium solution
to Eq. (192) with 8Fb/8s==0. This is true provided Fg(H.l,Pe) also
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generates self-consistently the step-function density profile nb(r, s)
assumed in Eq. (194).
The only known distribution function Fg that self-consistently gen-
erates the density profile in Eq. (194) is
(201 )
Here, IWbl < 1 is a constant parameter that measures the mean rota-
tion of the beam in the Larmor frame, and ET == const. is the effective
unnormalized transverse emittance, which includes both the directed
transverse motion of the beam particles, as well as the random (or
'thermal') motion relative to the mean. Equation (201), recently con-
sidered by Chen et al.,23 is an important generalization of the rigid-
rotor Vlasov equilibrium in Eq. (109) (where 8/8s == 0) to the case of a
periodic focusing solenoidal field Bz(s +S) == Bz(s), as well as an
important generalization of the KV distribution24 to allow for an
average beam rotation in the Larmor frame (Wb i- 0). Making use of
the definition of Hi- in Eq. (199), the argument of the 8-function in
Eq. (201) can be expressed as
(202)
Substituting Eqs. (201) and (202) into the expression for the density
profile nb(r, s) in Eq. (198) gives, after some straightforward algebra,
o:s R/EV2 < 1,
R/EV2> 1.
(203)
Equation (203) is identical to the assumed density profile in Eq. (194)
provided rb(s) and w(s) are related by
(204)
Here, from Eq. (186), keep in mind that R == r/w, so that
R/EV2 == r/EV2 w == r/rb(s). Therefore 0 :s R/EV2 < 1 in Eq. (203) cor-
responds to o:s r< rb(s), as required by Eq. (194). Substituting
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w(s) == rb(s)/E¥2 from Eq. (204) into Eq. (197), readily gives the
familiar equation25
(205)
for the beam envelope rb(s + S) == rb(s). Equation (205) can be solved
numerically for a broad range of functional forms of ""z(s + S) == ""z(s),
and choices of system parameters K and ET.
Having shown that the choice of Fg(H-l, Pe) in Eq. (201) self-con-
sistently generates the step-function density profile in Eq. (194), we
now determine other statistical properties of the beam equilibrium
distribution in Eq. (201). The average of the phase-function 'lJ in the
Larmor frame, over the momentum space variables (PR , Pe), is
defined by
(206)
Making use of Eqs. (187), (201) and (202), some straightforward alge-
bra shows that
- 2 r2 ETWb -2(Pe)L == (Pe)L == -WbR == -Wb~() == - --y--() r , (207)
w s rb s
(Pr ) == / PR +~ dW) == ~ dw r == r~(s) r,L \ W w ds L Wds rb(s) (208)
where r~(s) == drb(s)/ds. Here, use has been made of EV2W(S) == rb(s)
and R == r/w == E¥2r/rb . From Eq. (191), the average angular rotation
velocity in the Larmor frame is (8')L == (Pe/ w2R2 ) == (Pe) /,2 ==
-ETwb/r~(s). Transforming to the laboratory frame, and using
dimensional units, we scale velocity variables by {3bC, and make use
of r == r and the fact that Larmor frame rotates with angular velocity,
-Ocb(s)j2 == -ZieBz(s)j2~bmc, relative to the laboratory frame [see
Eq. (149) and related discussion]. It readily follows that the average
macroscopic beam velocity in the laboratory frame can be expressed as
(with r == r)
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where the angular rotation velocity Db(s) is defined by
(210)
From Eq. (209), the average radial velocity is Vrb(r,s) == !3bcrr£(s)/
rb(s), which is slowly modulated as a function of s as the beam
envelope rb(s + S) == rb(s) oscillates. Also from Eq. (209), the average
azimuthal velocity in the laboratory frame is VOb(r, s) == -Ob(s)r,
corresponding to a rigid rotation at angular velocity -Db(s). This is
similar to the property obtained for the class of rigid-rotor Vlasov
equilibria considered in Section IV for a uniform solenoidal field,
with the essential difference that the angular rotation velocity
Db(s +S) == Db(s) is modulated by the periodic variation in the
focusing field Bz(s) and beam envelope rb(s).
A further interesting property of the beam distribution in Eq. (201)
is the effective transverse temperature T-Lb(r, s) associated with the
average kinetic energy relative to the mean. Comparing Eqs. (162),
(187), (207) and (208), it follows that the transverse kinetic energy K-Lr
of a beam particle relative to the mean can be expressed (in dimen-
sional units) in the Larmor frame as
(211 )
The effective transverse temperature is then defined in terms of the
beam distribution Fg('H-L, Pe) in Eq. (201) by T-Lb(r, s) == (K-Lr)L' i.e.,
(212)
Substituting Eqs.(201), (202) and (211) into Eq. (212) readily gives
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in the beam interior, °:::; r < rb(s). Here, use has been made of wR == r
and rb(s) == EV2W(S) and the on-axis temperature is defined by
(214)
The parabolic transverse temperature profile in Eq. (213) is identical in
form to that obtained in Section IV.B for a monoenergetic transverse
distribution of beam particles in a uniform focusing field. The
important difference, however, is that the on-axis beam temperature
T.lb(r == 0, s) is modulated by the periodic oscillation of the beam
envelope rb(s + S) == rb(s). Note from Eq. (214) that T.lb(r == 0, s) x
r~ (s) == const. (independent of s).
We have implied that the constant ET occurring in the definition of
Fg(H.l, Pe) in Eq. (201) can be identified with the unnormalized
transverse emittance in the Larmor frame. In this regard, the statis-
tical average of an azimuthally symmetric phase function W (with
8w/88==0) over the four-dimensional phase space (R,PR ;8,Pe)
is defined by
( ) _ JdRRdPRdPe WFgW r - J 0 .dRRdPRdPeFb (215)
The unnormalized transverse emittance E in the Larmor frame is
defined by
(216)
where Pr == W- 1(PR + rdw/ds) and Po == Pe follow from Eq. (187).
Some straightforward algebra that makes use of Eq. (187), (PR)r ==°
and (Pe +wbR2)r == 0, shows that Eq. (216) can be expressed as
E = 2 [ \ pi + ~2 (Pe+ wbR2)2 + w~R2 ) r (R2)r] 1/2
= 2 [\ (1- W~)ET (1 - ::) + W~R2) r (R2)rf/2, (217)
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where use has been made of Eqs. (201) and (202). As r ranges from
r== 0 to r== rb(s), the intergration variable R covers the interval
o :S R < VET [compare Eqs. (194) and (203)]. Therefore, (R2 )r ==
UoVET dRRR2)jUoVET dRR) = ET/2 follows from Eq. (215), and
Eq. (217) reduces to
(218)
which is the expected result. Note that dE/ds == dET/ds == 0, and the
transverse emittance is a conserved quantity.
It is also convenient to introduce an unnormalized transverse
thermal emittance Eth in the Larmor frame, which is proportional to the
transverse phase space area, subtracting out the average azimuthal
and radial motions. The thermal emittance can be expressed as
Eth == 2 [/ 2~; 2) (r 2 )r] 1/2\,bm bC r
= 2 [\ (Pr - (Pr)d2+ ,12(Po - (Po)d 2) r(,2)r] 1/
2
= 2 [ \ P~ + ~2 (Pe + WbR2)2)r (R2)r f/2, (219)
where use has been made of Eqs. (187), (207), (208) and (211). Com-
paring Eq. (219) with Eq. (217), and making use of (R2 )r == ET/2,
Eq. (219) readily gives
Eth = 2[\ (1 - W~)ET (1 - ~:) ) r (R2)r] 1/2= (1 - w~)1/2ET' (220)
~
1
wh~re averages ("')r are defined in Eq. (215) and are over the dis-
tribution Fg in Eq. (201). Because EZh == (1 - w~)Ei, it is clear that the
thermal emittance Eth is similar to ET, subtracting out the directed
azimuthal motion in the Larmor frame (proportional to w~).
The envelope equation (205) can be expressed in an alternate form
by making use of Ei == E~h + w~Ei and Eq. (210) to express
(221)
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where OCb(S) == ZieBz(s)/1bmc, and Ob(S) is the angular rotation veloc-
ity in the laboratory frame. Substituting Eq. (221) into Eq. (205) and
making use of ~z(s) == (Ocb/2f3bC)2 the envelope equation for rb(s) can
also be expressed as
Equation (222) is identical in content to Eq. (205), but connects more
directly to the results and notation in Section IV. For the special case of
a uniform solenoidal field with OCb(S) and Ob(S) constant (independent
of s) and d2rb/ds2 == 0, the envelope equation (222) reduces exactly to
the radial force balance equation (114) obtained in Section IV.B for
the choice of equilibrium distribution function in Eq. (109). Here, we
make the identification 2tl-b/1bmf3~c2 == E;h/r~ in Eq. (114), which
also follows from Eq. (214) and E;h == (1 - w~)Ei.
The example of the periodically focused, rotating beam equilibrium
Fg(Hl-' Pe) considered in Eq. (201) has the important feature that the
corresponding self-consistent density profile nb(r, s) is the step-func-
tion profile in Eq. (194), with uniform density Nb/1rr~(s) in the beam
interior, O:S r < rb(s), and outer radial envelope rb(s + S) == rb(s)
described by Eq. (205). Consequently, the effective potential 81/J
defined in Eq. (180) is 81/J == 0, which leads to corresponding simplifi-
cations in the analysis of the nonlinear Vlasov equation (192). While
other specific examples of periodically focused equilibrium solutions
to Eqs. (192) and (193) have not yet been determined when 81/J # 0
and the radial density profile is nonuniform, it should be emphasized
that the cylindrical representation in the transformed variables
(R, PR ; 8, Pe ;s) in Eqs. (192) and (193), together with the orbit equa-
tions in Eqs. (190) and (191), are particularly well-suited to analytical
and numerical investigations of self-consistent distributions Fb which
depart from the ideal beam equilibrium Fg in Eq. (201).
D. The Method of Characteristics
The method of characteristics26 is a well-estabilished technique used in
plasma physics to integrate the nonlinear Vlasov equation and express
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the solution in terms of "initial" conditions. This technique can be
applied directly to the form of the Vlasov equation in Eq. (160) which
allows Fb and 'ljJ to depend both on rand 0, or to the various forms of
the Vlasov equation developed in Section V.B for the case of azimuth-
ally symmetric beam propagation with 8/80 == O. For a brief sum-
mary of the method of characteristics, we now examine the cylindrical
representation of the nonlinear Vlasov-Poisson equations given by
Eqs. (165) and (166) in the Larmor frame. Here, 8/80 == 0 is assumed,
and the orbit equations in Eqs. (163) and (164) are the characteristics
of the Vlasov equation (165).
In Eqs. (163) and (164), we denote the effective 'time' (really 'axial')
variable by s', and the corresponding tranverse orbits by r' (s'), P; (s'),
O'(s') and P~(s'). From Eq. (163), the radial orbits r'(s') and p;(s')
are determined from
2 -2
d -'(') ( ')-'( ') Pe 8 /11,(-' ')ds'2 r s + r\;z s r s == r'3 (s') - 8r' tp r ,s ,
- dP'(s') == -r'(s').
r ds'
Because dP~(s')/ds' == 0, it follows from Eq. (164) that
p~(s') == Pe == const.,
(223)
(224)
which is independent of s'. We now consider the solutions for the
orbits r'(s') and p;(s') in Eq. (223) that pass through the phase-space
point (r, Pr ) at 'time's' == s. That is, Eq. (223) is solved subject to the
boundary conditions
r' (s' == s) == r, [dd/' (Sl)] == ProS s=s' (225)
We further consider the function Fb[r'(s'),P:(s');p~(s');s'] that
satisfies
d [-'(') -'( ') -'(') '] 0ds' Fb r s , Pr s ;Pe s ;s == . (226)
Making use of Eq. (223), and the chain rule to evaluate
(d/ds )Fb(r', P;; P~; s'), it readily follows that Eq. (226) can be
expressed as
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(227)
In Eq. (227), the radial orbits r'(s') and P:(s') solve Eq. (223), and
'ljJ(r', s') is determined self-consistently from Poisson's equation (166).
Most importantly, when Eq. (227) is evaluated at s == s' and use is made
of Eq. (225), it follows that Eq. (227) corresponds exactly to the non-
linear Vlasov equation (165), where rand Pr are phase-space variables.
The formal solution to the Vlasov equation is obtained as follows.
From Eq. (226), it follows that
Fb[r' (s'), P; (s'); P~(s'); s'] == const. (independent of s'), (228)
which is simply a statement that Fb is constant following the particle
motion in the total (applied plus self-consistent) field configuration.
Therefore, evaluating Eq. (228) at s' == s, where (r', P:) == (r, Pr ) from
Eq. (225), and also evaluating Eq. (228) at some initial s' == so, we
obtain for the distribution function at arbitrary (r, Pr; Po; s),
Fb(r, Pr; Po; s) == Fb[r' (s' == so), P;(s' == so); P~; s' == so]. (229)
Equation (229) formally determines Fb(r, Pr; Po; s) in terms the
'initial' distribution function at s' == so. The procedure to determine
(e.g., numerically) the solution to the nonlinear Vlasov equation (165)
is therefore the following. First, specify the functional form of the
initial distribution function at s' == so. Then, make use of the orbit
equations (223) to determine the orbits r'(s') and P:(s') that pass
through the phase-space point (r, Pr ) at s' == s [see Eq. (225)]. Finally,
evaluate r'(s' == so) and P:(s' == so), and make use of Eq. (229) to
determine Fb(r, Pr;Po; s) in terms of the initial distribution function.
Although the method of characteristics has been illustrated for the
nonlinear Vlasov-Poisson equations (165) and (166) which assume
azimuthal symmetry with a/ae == 0, it should be emphasized that an
identical formalism can be developed in a straightforward manner for
the nonlinear Vlasov-Poisson equations (159) and (160) which allow
for general transverse spatial variation of the distribution function
Fb(X, Px;y, Py; s) and effective potential 'ljJ(x,y, s).
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A very simple application of the method of characteristiscs when
8/8e == 0 can be illustrated for the special case of a uniform focusing
field with ~z(s) == ~zO == const. (independent of s). In this case, assum-
ing that 1/J(r, s) does not depend explicity on s , it is readily shown
from Eq. (223) that
-2
d - (') d {1 [-/2( ') Pe ] 1 -/2( ') [-/( I)]}ds,Hi- S = ds' 2 Pr s +y'2(S') +2/'\;20r s +'l/Jr s =0,
(230)
where Hl- (S') is the energy in the Larmor frame. It follows trivially
from Eq. (230) that Hl-(S') == Hl-(S' == s) == Hl-(S' == so) == const
(independent of S'). Defining
(231 )
it then follows that any distribution function initially of the form
(232)
at S' == so, necessarily maintains the functional dependence on
(r,Pr;Pe) in Eq. (232) for all values of S'. Therefore, for ~z(s)==
~zo == const., distribution functions of the form Fb == Fg(Hl-' Pe) are
automatically equilibrium solutions to the nonlinear Vlasov-Poisson
equations (165) and (166) with (d/ds)Fb == (8j8s)Fb == 0 (see also
Section IV.B).
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this article we have developed and applied a kinetic description of
intense nonneutral beam propagation through a periodic solenoidal
field BS01(x) based on the nonlinear Vlasov-Maxwell equations for
general distribution function fb(X,P, t). Particular emphasis was
placed on using the Vlasov-Maxwell description to investigate
detailed beam equilibrium properties for a variety of distribution
functions, both for the case of a uniform solenoidal focusing field
Boez , where Bo== canst., and for a periodic solenoidal focusing field
Bso1(x) described by Eq. (7), where Bz(z+S)==Bz(z) and Sis the axial
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periodicity length. Following a discussion of the theoretical model
and assumptions (Section II), the nonlinear Vlasov-Maxwell equa-
tions and the single-particle equations of motion were simplified in the
thin-beam approximation (Section III), and an alternative Hamiltonian
formulation was developed that is particularly well-suited to describ-
ing intense beam propagation in a periodic focusing system.
For the case of a uniform focusing field Boez , the kinetic formal-
ism based on the nonlinear Vlasov-Maxwell equations was used
(Section IV) to investigate a wide variety of azimuthally symmetric
(a/ae == 0) intense beam equilibria characterized by a/at == 0 == a/az,
ranging from distributions that are isotropic in momentum depen-
dence in the frame of the beam, to anisotropic distributions in which
the momentum spreads are different in the axial and transverse direc-
tions. In addition, a density inversion theorem was demonstrated for
the class of anisotropic beam equilibria considered in Section IV, and
a general radial force constraint condition was derived that relates the
mean-square radius (r2 ) of the beam to the strength of the focusing
field, the transverse thermal emittance fth, and other system param-
eters. As a general remark, for a uniform focusing field, it was found
that there is enormous lattitude in the choice of equilibrium distribu-
tion function fg, the corresponding equilibrium profiles and proper-
ties of the beam, and the (likely) stability behavior.
Introducing the axial coordinate S == z, we then made use (Section V)
of the kinetic formalism based on the nonlinear Vlasov-Maxwell
equations to investigate intense beam propagation in a periodic sole-
noidal field Bz(s + S) == Bz(s), in which case the properties of the beam
are modulated as a function of s by the periodic focusing field. Fol-
lowing a transformation of the nonlinear Vlasov equation to a frame
of reference rotating at the Larmor frequency OL(S) == -Ocb(s)/2, the
description was further simplified by assuming azimuthal symmetry
(a/ao == 0), in which case the canonical angular momentum F() is an
exact single-particle constant of the motion. As an application of the
general formalism developed in Section V, we considered the specific
example of a periodically focused rigid-rotor Vlasov equilibrium with
step-function radial density profile and average azimuthal motion of
the beam corresponding to a rigid rotation (in the Larmor frame)
about the axis of symmetry. This represents an important general-
ization of the KV beam distribution to allow for average beam
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rotation in the Larmor frame, and an important generalization of the
rigid-rotor Vlasov equilibrium in Eq. (109) to include the periodic
focusing effects of the solenoidal field Bz(s + S) == Bz(s). Finally, the
method of characteristics was discussed (Section V) as an approach
for solving the nonlinear Vlasov equation for intense beam systems
with periodic focusing.
As a general remark, based on the analysis in Sections II-V, the
Vlasov-Maxwell description of intense nonneutral beam propagation
through a periodic solenoidal focusing field B so1(x) was found to be
remarkably tractable and rich in physics content. Although much
remains to be done to apply the formalism developed in Sections III
and V to other choices of peroidically focused beam distributions Fb ,
it is clear that the Vlasov-Maxwell formalism developed here for
intense beam propagation through a periodic solenoidal focusing field
has a wide range of applicability, and can be extended in a straight-
forward manner to investigate detailed stability behavior for pertur-
bations about specific choices of beam equilibria.
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APPENDIX: PARTICLE ORBIT EQUATIONS DETERMINED
FROM THE APPROXIMATE HAMILTONIAN
In this Appendix, we make use of the approximate form of H in
Eq. (62) obtained in the thin-beam approximation to determine the
dynamical equations of motion for an individual particle. For com-
pleteness, ¢S(x, y, z, t) is allowed to have full dependence on space and
time coordinates, and the solenoidal focusing field is allowed to
depend on axial coordinate z according to Eqs. (6) and (7), where
B so1 == \7 X A~l with A~ol == -(y/2)Bz (z) and A~ol == (x/2)Bz (z). In
terms of the canonical momentum P==p + (Zie/c)A, the Hamiltonian
H in Eq. (62) can be expressed as
2 1 ( Zie s) 2H == rybmc + !3bc8Pz + -2- 8Pz - -A zrybm c
+_1_ [(Px _Zie A S01 )2+(p _Zie A S01)2] + Zi2e ¢s, (AI)2rybm c x Y C Y ryb




where 8Pz == Pz - rbm{3bc, and use has been made of qi - {3bA~ == ¢s/r~.
In Eq. (AI), note that 18pzl «rbm{3bc implies that the quadratic term
proportional to (8Pz - ZieA~/c)2 is typically small in magnitude in
comparison with the term linearly proportional to 8Pz .
We now make use of Eq. (AI) to examine Hamilton's equations of
motion (17) and (18). For the transverse x-y motion, it is readily
shown from Eqs. (17)-(20), and (AI) that
dx == _1_ (Px _Zie A~Ol) == Px ,
dt rbm C rbm
dy == _1_ (p _Zie AS01 ) == Py
dt rbm y c y rbm '
and
where Vz == dz/dt, Vx == dx/dt and vy == dy/dt. On the other hand, for the
axial motion, Eqs. (17), (18) and (AI) give
dz 1 ( Zie s) 8pz
- == {3b c +- 8Pz - -Az == {3bc+-,dt rbm c rbm
and
d8pz d2z [8¢S VX 8A~ vy 8A~ 1 '()( )]
--==rbm-==Zie --------+-B z xv -YVx ,dt dt2 8z c 8x c 8y 2c z y
(A7)
where 8pz == pz - rbm{3bc. Consistent with Eq. (26), we note that
Eq. (A7) can be expressed in the equivalent form
d8Pz == i (8 + Zie AS)
dt dt 'Pz c z
= Zie~ [-if} + ~ A~ + LBz(Z)(XVy - YVx)], (A8)
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The role of the quadratic term proportional to (8pz)2 in Eq. (62) [or
equivalently, in Eq. (AI)] is an interesting one. From Eq. (62), we find
dH _ pz d8pz I (dPx dPY ) . d¢s
-d ---d+- PX-d +PY-d +Zle-d ,t 1bm t 1bm t t t
(A9)
where pz == 8pz +1bm{3bc in Eq. (A9), and (d/dt)¢S(x,y, z, t) ==
8¢s/8t + v· \l¢s. Substituting Eqs. (A4), (AS), (A7) and v == P/1bm into
Eq. (A9) then gives the expected result
(AIO)
by direct calculation. In this regard, to the level of accuracy of the
orbit equations given by Eqs. (A4), (AS) and (A7), then energy con-
servation (dH/dt == 0 whenever 8¢s/8t == 0) necessarily requires that the
quadratic term proportional to (8pz)2 in Eq. (62), or in Eq. (AI), be
retained in the definition of H.
Keeping in mind the discussion in the preceding paragraph, it is
nonetheless useful to further simplify the equations of motion. Con-
sistent with Eq. (9), we make use of 18pzl «1bm{3bc and it follows
from Eq. (A6) that Vz == dz/dt == pz/1bm can be approximated to lead-
ing order by
dz
Vz == dt == {3bC. (All)
Substituting Eq. (All) and A~ == {3b¢s into the transverse dynamical
equations (A4) and (AS) then gives the approximate results,
(AI2)
(AI3)
where 1b2 == I - {3~. If we make the identification z == s == {3bct, then
Eqs. (AI2) and (AI3) are identical to the transverse dynamical
equations (46) and (47) obtained in Section III.B.
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While dpz/dt == "'ibm dvz/dt ~ 0 to the level of accuracy of Eq. (All),
we can make use of Eqs. (A7) or (A8) to calculate leading-order cor-
rections to dpz/dt == o. We readily obtain
or equivalently,
d8pz d2z [8cPs (3b (8 8) S~ = 'Ybm dP = Zie - 7.h - ---;; Vx ax + vyay ¢
+ LB;(Z)(XVy - YVx)]. (A15)
Note that Eq. (AI4) plays an important role in assuring energy
conservation, when combined with Eqs. (AI2) and (AI3). To the
same level of accuracy as Eqs. (AI2)-(A14), and consistent with
18pzl «"'ibm(3bc, we approximate Eq. (62) by
or equivalently, Eq. (AI) by
Making use of Eqs. (AI2), (AI3) and (AI5), and dcPSjdt==
8cPS j8t+v·VcPs, to calculate dHjdt from Eq. (AI6), we obtain the
expected result that dHjdt == Zie8cPs j8t, implying that energy is con-
served (dHjdt==O) whenever 8cPSj8t==O.
